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In this Decision, the Licensing Board grants a petition to intervene and request
for a hearing. Standing was granted on the basis that the property interest of
a petitioner in a nuclear facility, who was a ccrowner of the facility, might be
jeopardized by potential unsafe operation of the facility caused by underfunding.
The Board accepted one of seven contentions. The accepted contention was
based on potential unsafe operation of the facility caused by a lack of funding.
IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVE ORDERS
License amendments can be made immediately effective solely at the discretion of NRC Staff, following a determination by Staff that there are no significant hazards considerations involved. Immediate effectiveness findings are not
subject to review by licensing boards.
STANDING:

STANDING BASED ON PROPERTY INTERESTS

In past NRC cases, standing based on injury to property has been denied
because the property interests in question were too far removed from the
purpose of the underlying statutes governing those proceedings. Those cases
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primarily involved economic interests of ratepayers and taxpayers or general
concerns about a facility's Impact on local utility rates and the local economy.
Notwithstanding the ratepayer/taxpayer line of cases, property interests can
confer standing since the Atomic Energy Act affords radiological protection
for both human life. and property. There is standing in this proceeding since
the Petitioner's stated Interest is to protect its property, the nuclear facility, from
radiological hazards arising from the facility's unsafe operation.
STANDING:

INJURY IN FACT

Injury-in-fact in this proceeding was based upon potential damage to a
co-owner's property interest in a nuclear facility. Potential property damage
included loss of the co-owner's share of the facility, loss of plant power and
revenue, and potential liability to third parties from radiological accidents.
STANDING:

SPECULATIVE INJURY

A petitioner need not .establish that injury will inevitably result from the
proposed action to show an injury in fact, but only that it may be injured in fact
by the proposed action.
STANDING:

FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS

Licensee's argument that a lack of funding could not adversely affect plant
safety because the plant would be safely shut down is rejected by the board.
This argument contradicts the rationale of 10 C.F.R. § S0.33(f) (1993) requiring
applicants for operating licenses to demonstrate that they possess reasonable
assurance of obtaining funds necessary to cover estimated operation costs for
the period of the licenses.
FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS
Although an electric utility's financial qualification usually cannot be the
subject of litigation in NRC operating license proceedings, this exemption does
not apply to operators of a nuclear facility that are not electric utilities.
CONTRACTUAL DISPUTES BETWEEN CO-OWNERS OF NUCLEAR
FACILITIES
Absent radiological health and safety concerns, environmental concerns, or
antitrust matters subject to NRC license conditions, contractual disputes between
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co-uwners in nuclear facilities ordinarily shuuld be resolved by the appropriate
stale, local, or federal court.
JURISDICTION OF LICENSING BOARDS: MATTERS WITHIN
THE JURISDICTION OF THE FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY
COMMISSION

Conlraclual disputes among electric utilities regarding interconnection and
transmission pruvisions, rates for electric power and services, cos1-shnring
a!!reements, long-term and short-term planning functions, and similar, utilityrelatec.l operational agreements are matters thal fall within the jurisdiction of
FERC or appropriate stale agencies that regulate electric utilities.
ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS:
CONDITIONS

ENFORCEMENT OF NRC LICENSE

Licensing boards have no jurisdiction lo enforce license conditions unless
they arc the subject of an enforcement action initiated pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.202a (1993). The petitioner's only recourse in this instance is to request
enforcement action by the Stuff pursuant 10 IO C.F.R. § 2.206 ( 1993).

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(On Petition to Intervene)
I.

INTRODUCTION

Petitioner Cajun Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. (Cajun), seeks lo intervene
in Gulf States Utilities Company's (Gulf States) applications to amend the River
Bend Slation facility operating license. The amendments (I) au1hori1.e Gulf
States to become a wholly owned subsidiary of Entergy Corporation (Entergy);
and (2) include Entergy Operations Inc. (EOI) on the license as u new licensee to
operate, manage, and maintain River Bend. The petition was filed in response
10 a July 7, 1993 "Notice of Consideration of Issuance of Amendments to
Facility Operating License, Proposed No Significant Ha1.ards Consideration
Determination and Opportunity for Heuring." 58 Fed. Reg. 36,423, 36,435-36
(1993).
The River Bend Station, a 940-MWe, single-unit, boiling water reactor, is
located in Feliciana Parish, Louisiana. The facility is owned jointly by 'Gulf
States and Cajun.
Cajun seeks two forms of relief. in this proceeding. First, Cajun seeks to
have additional conditions imposed on the license amendments to protect the
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financial underpinning for River Bend operations and to preserve Cajun's rights
and interests in River Bend. Second, Cajun requests the enforcement of two
existing license conditions. 1
II.

THE PARTIES

Cajun is an electricity generation and transmission company supplying twelve
rural Louisiana electric cooperatives serving approximately one million people.
Cajun and its twelve members arc nonprofit cooperatives under the Rural
Electrification Act of 1936, 7 U.S.C.A. §§ 901, et seq. (1980). In addition
to other generating facilities, Cajun owns 30% of the River Bend station, an
interest Cajun values at approximately $1.6 billion.
Gulf States, a Texas corporation headquartered in Beaumont, owns the
remaining 70% of River Bend which Gulf States operates for itself and Cajun
under a joint agreement the two entered into in 1979. Under that joint agreement,
both companies share proportionately the costs, benefits, and expenses of the
facility. At the time the petition at issue here was filed, Gulf States was the
operator for River Bend.
Entergy Operations Inc. (EOI) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Entergy
Corporation. EOI operates nuclear units for four subsidiary companies owned
by Entergy, its parent. EOJ will operate River Bend in place of Gulf States under
the terms of the proposed new Gulf States/BO! River Bend Station Operating
Agreement.
Entergy Corporation will be the pareQt corporation of Gulf States if the
merger is approved. Entergy is the parent corporation of EOI aqd several midsouth regional electric utilities including Arkansas Power & Light Co., Louisiana
Power & Light Co., Mississippi Power & Light Co., and New Orleans' Public
Service, Inc.
III.

REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERVENTION

As a threshold matter,· Cajun must satisfy the NRC's requirements for
inlervention. Those requirements are set forth at 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a)(2) (1993)
which requires the statement of a cognizable interest in the proceeding, how that

1At 1he oul5el or 1his proceeding, Cujun ulso had claimed that a hearing ahould be held to decide whe1her
these license amendmenlli should huve been made lmmedla1ely effective. However, 10 C.F.R. §S0.91 (1993) or
the Commission's rules makes cleur that lkense amendments can be made lmmedlalely effective aolely al the
dlscrelion or NRC Starr, following u delermination by Staff thal there are no significant huzards conaiderallon.~
involved. Al the prchearing conference, counsel ror Cajun conceded lhat immedlalC errecliveneSA findings arc nol
subjecl to review by licensing board\, and he withdtew this issue rrom the proceeding. Tr. 8-9.
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interest would be affected, the reasons why intervention should be allowed, and
the specific subject matter as to which intervention is sought.

A.

The Legal Standard for Standing

Judicial tests of standing are applied in NRC proceedings to determine
whether a petitioner has sufficient interests to be entitled to intervene. These
judicial tests require a petitioner to show that: (1) the proposal will cause
"injury in fact" to the petitioner and (2) the injury is arguably,within ~he zone of
interests to be protected by the statutes governing the proceeding. See Georgia
Power Co. (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Units I and 2), CLI-93-16, 38 NRC
25 (1993); Public Service Co. of Indiana (Marble Hill Generating Station, Units
I and 2), CLl-80-10, 11 NRC 438, 439 (1980); Portland General Electric Co.
(Pebble Springs Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-76-27, 4 NRC 610, 613-14
(1976). In addition to these two elements of standing, the asserted injury must
be redressable in the instant proceeding. Public Service Co. of New Hampshire
(Seabrook Station, Unit I}, CLI-91-14, 34 NRC 261, 267 (1991).

B.

The Positions of the Parties Regarding Standing

1.

Cajun

Cajun contends that its ownership interest in the River Bend facility in and of
itself confers standing in this proceeding. Among other things, it claims that the
license amendments may cause unsafe operation of the plant because EOI (the
new operating company resulting from the merger) will be thinly capitalized
and may have insufficient operating funds due to pending legal actions against
Gulf States. It also claims that safety will be jeopardized because the new
arrangement (using EOI as operator rather than Gulf States) will foreclose
Cajun from dealing directly with the plant's operator, thus preventing Cajun
from confirming that the plant is being operated safely and from being able
to influence its safe operation. Cajun contends that unsafe operations can
jeopardize Cajun's ownership property interest in the plant and increase the
potential for third-party liability resulting from accidents.
Cajun also makes the procedural ~gument that Gulf States does not have the
right under state law to make changes that directly threaten Cajun's ownership
in the plant and that Cajun should be allowed standing in this proceeding, as a
co-owner, to contest whether Gulf States has the right to jeopardize this interest.

2.

Gulf Stales

Gulf States opposes Cajun's standing primarily on the basis that Cajun's
alleged injury is purely economic and therefore not within the zone of interests
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protected by the Atomic Energy Act which is confined to radiological health
and safety matters. Gulf States also argues that the scenario relied upon by
Cajun to establish standing (i.e., safety concerns at the plant caused by a lack
of funding) is illusory since the plant can be safely shutdown even if these
concerns occur. Moreover, it claims that the same lack of funding alleged by
Cajun would result without the license amendments because the responsibility
for the cost of operating the plant will remain with Gulf States and Cajun even
if the amendments are not granted. Gulf States additionally states that Cajun's
argument concerning insufficient resources for safe operation is too speculative
to be the basis for intervention. Finally, Gulf States contends that, to the extent
that Cajun has attempted to gain standing by identifying injury to its member
rural electric utility cooperatives, it has failed to do so in three respects. First,
Cajun has failed to demonstrate that it has the authority to represent those
persons who are members of those cooperatives. Second, Cajun has failed to
show specific injury to them. Third, in any event, those persons are not members
of Cajun but members of Cajun's members.
Gulf States additionally makes the procedural argument that there are two
separate license amendments involved in this case and therefore two proceedings
- one in.,olving Gulf States' merger application with Entergy Corporation and
the other involving the replacement of Gulf States with EOI as the operator of
the River Bend plant. Gulf States maintains that the board must find standing
for each of these proceedings.

3.

Staff

Staff supports Cajun's standing to intervene. According to Staff, injury-infact by the amendments has been established because Cajun has shown it will
suffer concrete and particularized harm traceable to the license amendment if
the proposed new plant operator does not have the resources to safely maintain
and operate River Bend or if the proposed amendment would cause a lessening
of Cajun's influence, as an owner, to see that the plant is safely maintained and
operated. Staff also states that Cajun has shown that it might sustain an actual
injury if Gulf States lacks the authority to file the application on its behalf and
that the grant of the application might adversely affect rights Cajun has under
the present license. Staff additionally notes that Cajun has established that the
alleged harm might be redressed in this proceeding by denying the amendment
and keeping Gulf States primarily responsible for the safe operation of River
Bend, or by granting the amendment with appropriate license conditions to
protect Cajun's interests.
Staff concludes that Cajun's petition is within the zone of interests protected
by the governing statute because the Atomic Energy Act states that the Commission shall provide for the protection of property, as well as of life, from
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radiological hazards. As authority, it cites sections 103b, 42 U.S.C.A. § 2 I 33(b)
(1973), and 16lb, 42 U.S.C.A. §220l(b) (West Supp. 1974-1993) of the Act
providing that licenses may be issued to those who will observe standards to
"minimize danger to life and property" and it cites section 170 providing for
the indemnification of damages caused by radiological accidents. As additional
authority, it cites section 2f of the Act where Congress found that the use and
control of atomic energy is necessary "for·protection against possible interstate
damage" occurring from the operation of nuclear facilities in interstate commerce. 42 U.S.C.A. §2012(f) (1973).

C.

Analysis of Standing

At the outset, we do not agree as a practical matter with Gulf States' argument
that two pmceedings are involved here - the merger proceeding and the operator
proceeding - and that separate standing must be established for both. Although
there were two Federal Register notices on July 7, 1993, regarding Gulf States'
license amendments, one pertaining to the merger and one pertaining to the
designation of an operator for the facility, the two- amendments appear to be
different facets of the same undertaking and do not require separate findings.
That is, there is one nuclear power plant, one license being amended, and one
part owner of that plant seeking to intervene. Gulf States' view of the matter
could double the litigation burden and costs, an unhappy result this agency
normally seeks to avoid.
Aside from this procedural issue, the issue here is whether the property
interest of Cajun in River Bend is sufficient to confer standing in this license
amendment proceeding. We conclude that it is.
There are a limited number of NRC cases involving standing that involve
property interests. Most have held that the property interests involved were
insufficient to confer standing since they were outside the zone of interests
designed to be protected by the Alomic Energy Acl - namely, inleresls related
to health, safety, and radiological matters. The property interesls in those cases
primarily involved economic inlerests of ratepayers and laxpayers or general
concerns about a facilily's impacl on local utility rates and the local economy.
See Kansas Gas and Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit I),
ALAB-424, 6 NRC 122, 128 (1977); Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick
Generating Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-789, 20 NRC 1443, 1447 (1984);
Tennessee Valley Authority (Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB.
413, 5 NRC 1418, 1421 (1977).
Notwithstanding the ratepayer/taxpayer line of cases, property interests can
confer standing. The ratepayer/taxpayer cases failed to find standing because
the property interests were too far removed from the purpose of the underlying
statutes governing those proceedings. Cajun's stated interest in !his proceeding,
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on the other hand, is to protect its property, River Bend, from radiological
hazards arising from unsafe plant operation. Cajun's asserted interest in avoiding
damage to property from nuclear-related accidents coincides with the Atomic
Energy Act's stated purpose of affording protection from radiological hazards.
As Staff correctly points out, radiological protection under the Act is afforded for
both human life and property. In fact, the protection of property is specifically
mentioned in the Atomic Energy Act in several places, including sections I03b
and 161b which speak of minimizing "danger to life or property." 42 U.S.C.A.
§§2133(b) and 2201(b) (West Supp. 1974-1993). Cajun's property interest in
River Bend thus clearly meets the zone of interests requirement for standing. 2
Both license amendments found in the July 7, 1993 Federal Register Notice
play a role in the potential radiological hazards that Cajun has alleged in
this proceeding. The amendment naming a new plant operator wil1 install an
allegedly underfunded operator whose lack of funding may jeopardize the safe
operation of River Bend. According to Cajun, potential underfunding stems from
multiple legal actions against Gulf States that could cause considerable financial
difficulty, including bankruptcy. The merger amendment to permit Gulf States
to become a subsidiary of Entergy Corporation also can cause unsafe operations
since the terms of the merger agreement allegedly allow for underfunding at
the plant. Thus, both amendments play a part in this proceeding and both are
contributors to Cajun's standing arguments.
Cajun also has demonstrated injury-in-fact sufficient to confer standing.
Because it is a co-owner of River Bend, it arguably can suffer substantial damage
to its property interest from the plant's unsafe operation, including loss of its
share of the plant, loss of plant power and revenue, and potential liability to
third parties from radiological accidents. 3
We reject Gulf States' argument that the alleged injury to Cajun is too
speculative to be the basis for intervention. A petitioner need not establish that
injury will inevitably result from the proposed action to show an injury in fact,
but only "that it may be injured in fact" by the proposed action. Virginia Electric
and Power Co. (North Anna Power Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-342, 4 NRC
98, 104-05 (1976). In this case, Cajun has supplied information to establish that
safety at the plant may be jeopardized by potential plant underfunding and a lack
of oversight by Cajun. It has specifically alleged in this regard that only Gulf
2 We note !hut standing arguably may be grunted for propeny interes!S olher than thoi;c a.•sociuted with physical
damage from rddiologicul huzurds. Ser Me1mpn/i1an Edi.mn C11. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Stullon, Unit I),
CLI-85-2, 21 NRC 282, 316-17 (1985). However, we see no need in this ca.o;e for us to determine whether
stunding may be grunted for property intere5ts thut do not directly pertain to rudiologicul huzurds.
3Cajun ha.• not specilicully claimed standing ba.~ed upon potential pen;onal injury to individuals. However. it
bus listed various rural electric distribullon cooperatives that ure Cujun members whose service area.~ include
individual members who nre living udjucent to the River Bend fucility. We. agree with Gulf Stutes !hut Cujun
cunnot oblllin standing through those individuals who ure members of these member cooperallves because it ha.~
neither demonstrated authority to reprei;cnt them nor ha.~ it ulleged uny specific injury to them.
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States will be responsible for funding the plant under the current terms of the
merger agreement and thal Gulf States' officials have conceded the potential for
bankruptcy to Gulf States from pending litigation. We view these allegations as
adequate to establish the necessary injury in fact.
We also reject Gulf States' argument that a lack of funding could not
adversely affect plant safety. This argument clearly contradicts the rationale
of 10 C.F.R. § S0.33(f) (1993) requiring applicants for operating licenses to
demonstrate that they possess reasonable assurance of obtaining funds necessary
to cover estimated operation costs for the period of the licenses. The regulatory
basis for section 50.33(f) would include numerous safety factors including a
consideration that insufficient funding might cause licensees to cut corners on
operating or maint~nance expenses. Even though, as Gulf States asserts, the
plant could be safely shut down if funds are lacking, under section 50.33(f)
financial assurances would still have to be provided. 4 We note that even during
shutdown there are accident risks associated with a nuclear reactor. See
generally. NUREG-0933, "A Prioritization of Generic Safety Issues" ( 1991 ).
Finally, we reject Gulf States' argument that the license conditions are
immaterial to Cajun's property interests since the responsibility for operating
costs at River Bend will still rest with Gulf States and Cajun, just as they
did before the merger. This claim is controverted in Cajun's petition where
Cajun asserts thar the new Operating Agreement runs only between Gulf States
and E.01 and, therefore, Gulf States has the full obligation to compensate EOI
for River Bend operalion and EOI cannot look to Cajun for payment. Gulf
States' argument also fails to recognize that license conditions could arguably
be imposed that would help alleviate Cajun's financial concerns.
For the reasons explained in this section, we conclude that the potential injury
to Cajun's property interest in River Bend establishes the requisite "injury in
fact" for standing in this proceeding and that the potential injury to this interest
is with,in the zone of interest.c; protected by the Atomic Energy Act.'

4 Althuugh un electric utility's linunclal quulilic11tion usually cannot be 1he subject of liligution in NRC operuting
license proceedings (.~et 10 CF.R. § 50.33<0; Puhlk Service C11. llf New llump.vhlre (Seubrook S101ion, Units I
und 2), CLl-89-20, 30 NRC 231 ( 1989)), the mailer here concerns 1he linunclul viability of the operuling company,
EOI. which is not un electric ulility, Wor u more dc1111Jcd analysis or 1his queslion, see discusNion for Con1cn1ion
2, itifru.)
'Our ruling docs nor reach Cajun's argument thul standing cun ulso be derived from its righl~ 11.' u co-uwner of
River Bend ulone, Cajun appcm 10 argue that co-owners and co-licensees of nuclear fucililies should be allowed to
contest license amcndmcnlli thut arc contrary to their ownership inl~mlli (especially where. 11.~ here, stute law docs
not ullow u joint ownership ugrecmcnl to be omemled in the manner proposed) regurdless of the subject nwllcr al
Issue. Our subject muller jurisdiction is limited by s1a1u1e, and we find Cajun's conlractuol properly inlcrest ut issue
here Inappropriate 10 confer stunding, Absent rudlologicul heahh und safely concerns, cnvironmen1ul concerns, or
urllitrust mutters subjecl to NRC license condilions, conlruclual dispute.~ between co-owners in nucleur facilities
ordinarily should be resolved by th~ uppropriole state, locul. or federul courl. Contrucl disputes nre not within the
scope of this proceeding and will not be addressed by this boord.
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----------- --·---IV.

CAJUN'S CONTENTIONS

To be admitted as a party in this proceeding, Cajun must not only establish
standing, but also must proffer at least one admissible contention. The standards
for admissible contentions are set out in to C.F.R. § 2.714(b)(2) and (d)(2)
(1993). These regulations require that Cajun's contentions include a specific
statement of the issue of law or fact to be raised or controverted, a brief
explanation of the bases of the contentions, and a concise statement of the alleged
facts or expert opinion which support the contentions, together with references
to those specific sources and documents on which the petitioner intends to rely
to prove the contentions. In addition, section 2.714 (b)(2)(iii) requires that Cajun
present sufficient information to show that a genuine dispute exists on a material
issue of law or fact. And, of course, Cajun's contentions must fall within the
scope of the issues set forth in the notice of the proposed licensing action. See
Public Service Co. of Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units I
and 2), ALAB-316, 3 NRC 167, 170-71 (1976).
Cajun has listed the following seven contentions for litigation in this proceeding. See "Cajun Electric Power Cooperative Inc.'s Amendment and Supplement
to Petition for Leave to Intervene Comments and Request for Hearing," dated
August 31, 1993, at 7-22. Gulf States and Staff oppose these contentions on the
basis that they are economic in nature and outside of the scope of health and
safety issues in this proceeding, that they fail to have a sufficient basis, and that
they woul~ not entitle Cajun to relief even if proven.

Contention 1. The Proposed Amendments Fall to Reflect the Public
Interest and Interests or Co-owners, Wholesale Customers and
Customers That May Be Affected by the Outcome or the Cajun and
Texas Litigation
Cajun contends that the NRC should consider the adverse financial impact that
Gulf States, Entergy, and EOI would experience from a judgment or settlement
resulting from presently pending litigation against Gulf States. These cases
include Cajun Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. v. Gulf States Utilities Co., No.
89-474-B, United States District Court for the Middle District of Louisiana, and
Southwest Louisiana Electric Membership Corp. v. Gulf States Utilities Co.,
No. 92-2129, United States District Court for the Western District of Louisiana.
The case brought by Cajun involves an attempt by Cajun to rescind the River
Bend Operating Agreement and collect damages of over $1.6 billion for alleged
misrepresentation by Gulf States regarding Cajun's ownership purchase in River
Bend. Cajun cites statements of Michael J. Hamilton of Price Waterhouse to
establish that a decision in this litigation in favor of Cajun could bankrupt
Gulf States and reduce the present net earnings of Gulf States/Entergy from
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$2.20 per share to a loss of $3.34 per share. Cajun further claims Enlersy
will not protect Gulf States in the event of these litigation losses since the
Entergy/Cajun Reorganization Plan allows Entergy to withdraw from the merger
if Cajun prevails.
Contention 1, insofar as its allegations may establish the potential for unsafe
operation of River Bend, docs not directly refer to safety concerns but, in fact,
is an integral part of Contention 2 which does refer to safety. In essence,
Contention I states a basis for Contention 2 since the allcsations in Contention
I regarding the Gulf States litigation arc an element in proving the allegation
of underfunding and reduced safety in Contention 2. In fact, Cajun asserts the
Contention I allegations concerning financial damage resultant from litigation
as a basis for Contention 2. See Item (c) under Contention 2, below, and related
discussion. Accordingly, for all the foregoing reasons; Contention I is denied.
Contention 2. The Proposed License Amendments May Result In a
Significant Reduction In the Margin of Safety at River Bend

Cajun's claim in this contention is that safety at River Bend will be jeopardized because the proposed new operator, EOI, will be underfunded. It asserts,
as bases for this contention, that:
(a) The proposed River Bend Operating Agreement runs only between Gulf Stoles and
BOI. Therefore, Gulf Slotes ha.~ lhe full obligollon under 1he Operoling Agreement
to compensate EOi for River Bend operation ond EOI cannot look 10 Entergy or
Cnjun for pnyment. (These .nllegotlons ore based on provisions In the River Bend
Operating Agreement ond the statements of Edwin Lupberger, Chief Executive
Officer of Entergy, and Donald Hintz. Chief Execu1ive Office of EOI.)
(b) EOI is very thinly capitalized. If Gulf States ceases lo make ils Operating
Agreemenl payments. EOI ha.~ no other sources of funds to maintain safe and
reliable River Bend operation. (Cajun cites the proposed Opernllng Agreement a.~
the source for this allegation.)
(c) Gulf Stales faces severe financial exposure from litigation wirh Cajun and from
cenaln Texas regulatory proceedings which could render Gulf States bankrupt and
unable to make adequate payments to EOl to maintain safe and reliable River Bend
operation. (To suppon this nllegation, Cajun has provided lhe specific information
described nbove In Contention I.)
(d) Entergy views its obligations to suppon EOI in lhe event of lack of funding from
Gulf Stales lo be very limited. Officials of Entergy ond EOI hove admitted thal EOI
would be forced to shut down River Bend If EOI locked adequate funds. (Cajun
hn.~ riled lhe testimony of Edwin Lupberger and Donnld Hintz in a Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (fERC) proceeding n.~ a source for these allegations.)

See Cajun Amendment and Supplement at 11-13 and references therein.
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We find these bases adequate to satisfy the contention requirements of this
proceeding. Cajun, of course, is not obliged to prove its entire case at this time.
See discussion in Sacramento Municipal Utility Dlstrlct (Rancho Seco Nuclear
Generating Station), LBP-93-23, 38 NRC 200, 20!1-06 ( 1993).
In its opposition to Contentions 1 and 2, Oulf States primarily argues that both
contentions are contrary to the Commission's "financial qualification" rule which
exempts electric utilities from demonstrating financial qualification. However,
this reliance is misplaced since the exemption in 10 C.F.R. § S0.33(f) applies
only to electric utilities, and EOI is not an electric utility. Contentions 1 and 2
concern EOI's, and not Gulf States', financial qualifications. EOI will be the
facility's operator and it is EOI's underfunding that allegedly will cause safety
concerns at River Bend.
Clearly, EOI is not an electric utility. EOI's sole function will be to operate
and maintain the plant. An electric utility, as defined in 10 C.F.R. § 2.4 (1993),
is an "entity that generates or distributes electricity and which recovers the costs
of this electricity, either directly or indirectly, through rates established by the
entity itself or by a separate regulatory authority." Gulf States will be the entity
functioning as an electric utility with respect to River Bend since it will continue
to distribute and sell the River Bend power and will be the entity responsible
for recovering its costs.
Other arguments Gulf States makes in opposing Contention 2 are the same
arguments it made for opposing Cajun's standing. These include Gulf States'
allegations that the responsibility for funding plant operations will remain with
Gulf States and Cajun, that the economic injury that Cajun asserts is too
speculative to_be a basis for a contention, and that the plant could safely shut
down if funds were lacking. We have found these arguments wanting in the
standing section of this decision and they are wanting here. For all the foregoing
reasons, Contention 2 is accepted.
·
Contendon 3. The Proposed License Amendment Cannot Be Approved
Without Cajun's Consent

In this contention, Cajun contends that the proposed license amendment
requests were not properly made on Cajun's behalf and that the amendments are
contrary to Cajun's ownership interest in the facility. We reject this contention
for the reasons set out in our discussion regarding standing. Cajun has contracted
with Gulf States to have Gulf States operate River Bend. That authority included
the power to seek license amendments. When antitrust and radiological health
and safety concerns are not involved, contractual disputes between co-owners
in a nuclear facility should not be resolved by the NRC. Such questions should
be handled by appropriate state, local, or federal courts.
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Contention 4. The PropOHd Llceme Amenclmentl WUI Advenely Atred
Cajun's Rlahts Reprdln1 the Operation of River Bend
Cajun contends. that the transfer of ownership and operation of River Bend
violates Cajun/Gulf States contracts and that NRC approval of these transfers
must be conditioned to protect Cajun's rights as a 30% co-owner of River Bend.
Cajun claims in this regard that operational decisions for River Bend will no
longer be made to protect the interests of Gulf States and Cajun, but rather will
be made on behalf of the entire Entergy System which consists of a number of
other electric utilities. Cajun also claims that the transfers to EOJ will destroy
Cajun's contractual privity with the plant's operator, which in turn will adversely
· affect River Bend safety by preventing Cajun from sharing plant operational
information and participating in plant decisionmaking.
Just as for Contention 3, we reject this contention because it involves
non-safety-related contractual matters between co-owners of a nuclear facility.
Jurisdiction for such issues lies in other forums, not this one. No significant
health or safety concern has been presented here since Cajun has not asserted
or shown any basis to establish that a safety problem would exist without its
oversight at River Bend.
Contention s. The Proposed License Amendments Cannot Be Approved
Without Certain License Conditions
In this contention, Cajun lists seven license conditions which it alleges will
alleviate the problems caused by the license amendments. On their face, these
contentions appear related only to contractual disputes between the co-owners
of River Bend, and they do not appear necessary for the plant's safe operation.ft
Consequently, we reject these conditions with the proviso that Cajun can later
request license conditions for Contention 2 that include aspects of these proposed
conditions if Cajun can demonstrate their safety significance.
Contention 6. The Proposed Ownership Amendment Should Be
Approved Only with Conditions Adequate to Remedy Its Adverse Impacts
on the Cajun/Gulf States Interconnection Agreement
In this contention, Cajun alleges that the proposed Gulf States merger
will adversely impact the Cajun/Gulf States interconnection agreements to
ft Cajun requesb conditions 1ho1:

(I) require a triportlle agreement among Gulf State~. EOI. und Cajun; (2) require
EOl 10 be the direct ugcnt of Cajun; (3) require EOI to be directly liable to Cajun; (4) ullow Cajun ID have Input
Into River Bend decisions regarding maintenance, fuel oulages, budgelS, und copi1al lmprovemen111; (S) allow
Cajun 10 have access to EOI records and River Bend operational data; (6) require EOl 10 ~ubmil River Bend COAi
management und rcgulutory rcpons lo Cajun; und (7) ullow Cajun 10 attend lmtltu1c for Nuclear Power Operation
(INPO) meellngs und have access 10 INPO documenl,.
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the economic detriment of Cajun and its consumers. According to Cajun,
these agreements include, among other things, interconnection and transmission
provisions, rates for electric power and services, cost-sharing agreements, longterm and short-term planning functions, and similar, utility-related, operational
agreements. This contention describes utility functions that clearly lie within the
jurisdiction of FERC or appropriate state agencies that regulate electric utilities.
Set 42 U.S.C.A. I 2019.
Moreover, to the extent that Cajun's interconnection agreement concerns
relate to Cajun's antitrust license conditions in the River Bend NRC license,
they have been evaluated by Staff as part of a Staff antitrust review involving
the Gulf States' merger. Sit 58 Fed. Reg. 16,246 (1993). Antitrust matters
were not included in the notices governing this proceeding and this board has
no jurisdiction over them. Accordingly, the contention is denied.
Contention 7.

The River Bend License Conditions Must Be Enforced

In this contention, Cajun requests that Gulf States and EOI be required to
comply with the current River Bend license conditions. Cajun alleges that Gulf
States is violating Condition 10 (by seeking to void a transmission contract
between Gulf States and Cajun) and Condition 12 (by refusing to provide certain
Jelivery points for electric power). We reject this contention since licensing
boards have no jurisdiction to enforce license conditions unless they are the
subject of an enforcement action initiated pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.202a ( 1993).
Cajun's only recourse to enforce these conditions is to request enforcement
action by the Staff pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.206 (1993). 7
,
V.

CONCLUSION

Cajun's Contention 2 regarding a potential safety risk caused by underfunding of the plant's operator is accepted. The remaining contentions are rejected
because they do not concern health and safety matters or any other basis for Licensing Board jurisdiction. They involve contractual disputes and disagreements
between co-owners of nuclear facilities, which are not within the jurisdiction of
this forum. Matters argued by the parties but not addressed herein were not
considered material to the decision reached.

7 We note that the license conditions to which Cajun refers are the River Bend antitrust license conditions which
were ln11erted in the River Bend license 10 alleviate antitrust concerns and ensure competition among utllitles in
Gulf States' 11ervlce area. As discussed regarding Contention 6, .n1pru, lhe antitrust aspects of the Gulf Slates'
merger were the subject of a separate antitrust review conducted by NRC Staff and were nol included in the
notices governing this proceeding.
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We conclude that Cajun hu met the requirements for standing. It has
proffered one viable contention, demonstrated an "injury In fact," and alleged
an injury that falls within the zones of interest sought to be protected by the
governing statutes. Cajun's petition to intervene is therefore granted, and a
hearing is hereby ordered in this proceeding.

VI.

APPEAL RIGHTS

In accordance with 10 C.F.R. I 2.714a (1993), Oulf States or Staff may seek
appeal on the question of whether the petition and request for a hearing should
have been wholly denied. Cajun may not appeal this Order because it does not
wholly deny its petition.
An appeal to the Commission may be sought by filing a petition for review,
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. f 2.714a(a) (1993), within IO days after service of this
Order. Any other party to the proceeding may, within 10 days after service of
the appeal, file an answer supporting or opposing the appeal.

VII.

DISCOVERY AND SCHEDULING

Discovery shall begin immediately. The parties shall commence negotiation
concerning appropriate trial schedules and file a report with suggested scheduling
by March I, 1994.
TIIE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

B. Paul Cotter, Jr., Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDOE
Richard F. Cole
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Peter S. Lam
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDOE
Bethesda, Maryland,
January 27, 1994.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
Before Administrative Judges:
B. Paul Cotter, Jr., Chairman
Dr. Richard F. Cole
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In the Matter of

Docket No. 5<>-458-0LA
(ASLBP No. 93-680-o4-0LA)

GULF STATES UTILITIES
COMPANY, etsl.
(River Bend Station, Unit 1)

March 29, 1996

The Licensing Board grants a motion of the bankruptcy trustee of the
Intervenor, Cajun Electric Cooperative, to tenninate its litigation, without
prejudice, contesting a license amendment requested by Gulf States Utilities.

TERMINATION OF PROCEEDINGS:
PREJUDICE

TERMINATION WITHOUT

Under Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, a voluntary dismissal
of a court action is generally without prejudice to the action being reinstituted
at a later date. Although there is no provision in' the Commission's Rules of
Practice that corresponds to the voluntary dismissal procedure in Rule 41, the
Board found that those provisions were applicable in this case, especially since
the public interest theoretically would be served if Cajun could later establish
that additional financial assurances were needed. Moreover, the Board found
that it was unfair to impose a form of punishment, such as a bar of future action,

*'Ibis opinion was inadvertently omitted from the March Issuance.
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against an Intervenor whose decisions were being directed by a person (the
ban}cruptcy trustee) with legal responsibilities other than those that supported
the original petition. ·
·
··

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Grant of Motion. to

Termin~te

Proceeding)

BACKGROUND
On January 25, 1996, Ralph R. Mabey, the court-appointed Bankruptcy
Trustee ('Tru~tee") for Intervenor Cajun Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. ("Intervenor"), filed with this Boar<;l a "Withdrawal of Contention 'and Motion for
Termination of Hearing" (''Trustee's Motion'').1 The Motion seeks to withdraw
the Intervenor's only contention and to terminate)ts litigation contesting a license amendment requested by Gulf States Utilities Company for its-River Bend
Station nuclear reactor. 2 The Motion seeks termination of the proceeding "with~
out prejudice."
·
· The NRC Staff supp1:>rts. the Trustee's motion insofar as it withdraws the
admitted contention and asks that the hearing be terminated. However, the Staff
takes exception to the Trustee's request that the contention be withdrawn without
prejudice.· The Staff does not believe that the Tnistee can withdraw Cajun's
contention without prejudice "given the posture of the proceeding before the
Licensing Board."3 The Staff would have the Board dismiss the proceeding wiih
prejudice.
·
__
· In support of his request to withdraw Contention 2 without prejudice1 the
Trustee states that Cajun
is not withdrawing its Petition to Intervene, as amended and supplemented, or any of the ·
other issues, matters or coil!entions contained therein • . • .
: •.. Cajun continues to ·have concerns about EOI's lack of filiancial qualifications,
although the Tniste'e does not wish to litigate th~ safcty cqnten!ion at this fane •. Withdrawal
without prejudice is the Standard at this Com!filssion. See Mississippi Power and light Co.
(Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units J and 2), LBP-73-41, 6 AEC'l057·(1973). . . .
The Trustee requests that the ASLB terminate the hearing proceeding. Since Contention 2
is the only contention arid_ Ciljun is the 011ly intervenor, withdrawal should bring this he3ring
proceeding to an end•..• Sinee the Staff has advocate"d against Cajun's.safety contention,
1()p ~aty 9, -t

996, the Trustee filed a Supplement to Withdr.lwal of C~otetitioo and Motion for Termination

of Hearing dial ".Onlinned his aulhority to act on behalf 'of ClijUll in this proceeding.

·
2For lhe complete tiackgr~d in this proceeding, see this Board's decision on inrerveotion reported in LBP-94-3.
39 NRC 31 (1994).
3NRC Staff Response to Chapter 11 Trustee's Motion for Tennination of Hearlng, rebruary 14. 1996 ("Staff

Resp11nse") at I. -

·

-

· ,
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no party remains which could assume Contention 2. Therefore, a hearin[g] [sic] on Cajun's
Contention 2 would serve no purpose at !Jlls time.

'Iiustee's Motion at 7.
Countering the Trustee's position, the Staff argues that dismissal of the
Intervenor's contention without prejudice is somehow beyond the Board'~
jurisdiction, which the Staff insists is limited to "considering Cajun's petiti011 for
intervention and rendering a decision on any contentions that might be admitted."
Staff Response at 2. The Staff says Grand Gulf, relied upon by the Intervenor,
is not apposite because that proceeding apparently continued after the intervenor
in question withdrew its contention. The Grand Gulf Licensing Board ruled that,
following a voluntary withdrawal, an intervenor may reinstitute its intervention
upon "good cause shown," the same standard as that for untimely intervention .
found 'under 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(11). In other words, in an operating license
proceeding, the intervenor, upon good cause shown, could again intervene in
the ongoing proceeding. However, the Staff reiterates that "[t]his proceeding
will not be an ongoing proceeding once the Trustee's contention is withdrawn."
Id. at 3. The Staff.argues that since withdrawal of the only admitted contention
·in a proceeding brings the proceeding to an end (citing Houston Lighting and
Pow~r Co. (South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-799, 21NRC360, 382
(1985)), "the Trustee's unopposed withdrawal of Cajun's contention must result
in a Licensing Board decision granting the Trustee's request and terminating the
proceeding with prejudice." Id. (emphasis supplied).

ANALYSIS
There is no guidance in Commission rules addressing the situation before us.
It is clear ~at the Trustee desires, in the best interest of Cajun's bankruptcy,

to end Cajun's involvement in. this proceeding. And the Trustee clearly
acknowledges his understanding that the withdrawal of the orily contention
submitted by the only intervenor in the proceeding "bring[s] this hearing
proceeding to an end." Trustee's Motion at 7. However, it is also impiicit
in the Trustee's sfutements that the Trustee does not wislfCajun to be barred
from litigating its concerns at some future time. Therefore, the Trustee expresses
his d.esire to have the contention dismissed without prejudice. It appears that
, ,the Trustee is following the guidance of Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of Civil
, Proceµure.
Under Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, a voluntary dismissal
of a court action is generally without prejudice to the action beillg reinstituted
at a later date. Although there is no provisfon in the Commission's Rules of
Practice that corresponds to the volu'1tary dismissal procedure in a court action,
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we see no good reason why those rules should not be applicable here, especially
since the public interest theoretically would be served if Cajun can later establish
that additional financial assurances are needed. Financial assurance is an issue of
renewed current importance given the industry's transition to a more competitive
environment.
Moreover, even if it were within our power to bar future action, there is a
consideration of fairness at play here. Cajun is withdrawing its contention and
seeking the tennination of this proceeding under the duress caused by its own
fiscal situation. As the Trustee stated in his Motion
I believe that the creditors of Cajun Electric's estate will be benefitted.by the savings realized
from tenninating further participation in [this Board Proceeding] and by the dedication of the
estate's limited resources, so far as practicable, to Cajun Electric's effective reorganization.

Trustee's Motion at 6. While the Trustee's current actions may be binding on
Cajun in the event Cajun is returned to debtor-in-possession status, it would be
unfair to impose a form of punishment, such as a bar. of future action, against
an Intervenor whose decisions are now being directed by a person with legal
responsibilities other than those that supported the original intervention petition.
ORDER

For all the foregoing r~ons and upon consideration of the entire record in
this matter, it is, this 29th day of March 1996, ORDERED
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That the motion of Cajun Electric Cooperative to withdraw its contention and
terminate this proceeding, shall be, and it hereby is, granted and the proceeding
is terminated without prejudice. 4

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD4
B. Paul Cotter, Jr., Chainnan
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dr. Richard F. Cole
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dr. Peter S. Lam
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Rockville, Maryland
March 29, 1996

4Judge Cotter ~ nol present for !he signing of ibis Memorandum and Order, bur coo=s in 11.
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Ivan SeHn, Chainnan
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E. Gall de Planque

In the Matter of

DocketNo.So-458-0LA

GULF STATES UTILITIES
COMPANY, et al.
(River Bend Station, Unit 1)

August 231 1994

The Commission considers the appeal of a Licensing Board decision. LBP94-3. 39 NRC 31 (1994). which granted a request for intervention and for
hearing on two applications submitted by the Gulf States Utilities Company
(GSU). In one application. GSU sought to transfer its operating control over the
River Bend nQclear power plant to a new licensee. GSU's second application
sought a license ~mendment to reflect a change in the ownership of GSU.
The Commission denies the appeal and affirms the Licensing Board's order.
finding that the Petitioner has met the threshold requirements for standing and
an admissible contention.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

STANDING TO INTERVENE

To determine whether a petitioner has alleged the requisite interest to intervene. the Commission applies judicial concepts of standing.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

STANDING TO INTERVENE

For standing. a petitioner must allege a concrete and particularized injury
that is fairly traceable to the challenged action and likely to be redressed by a
favorable decision.
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RULES OF PRACTICE:

STANDING TO INTERVENE

In the absence of a clear misapplication of the facts or misunderstanding
of Jaw. the Licensing Board's judgment at the pleading stage that a party has
crossed the s1anding threshold is entitled to substantial deference.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING (INJURY IN FACT)
The Atomic Energy Act authorizes the Commission to accord protcc1ion from
radiological injury to both heallh and propeny interests. See AEA. §§ I03b,
16lb, 42 u.s.c. §§2133(b). 2201{b).

REGULATIONS:

INTERPRETATION

Commission regulations recognize that underfunding can affect plant safety.
Under JO C.F.R. § 50.33(0(2), applicants - with the exception of electric
utilities - seeking to operate a facility must demonstrate that they possess or
have reasonable assurance of 'Jbtaining the funds necessaiy to cover estimated
operation costs for the perior .,f the license. Behind the financial qualifications
rule is a safcty rationale.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

CONTENTIONS

Commission regulations mandate that a contention include a specific statement of the issue of Jaw or fact to be raised or controverted, a brief explanation
of the bases of the contention, and a concise statement ·of the alleged facts or
expert opinion that supp on the contenrion. together with references to those specific sources and document on which the petitioner intends to rely to prove the
contention. The petitioner must also demonstrate that a genuine dispute exists
wi1h the applicant on a material issue of Jaw or fact.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

CONTENTIONS

At the contention filing stage the factual suppon necessary to show that a
genuine dispute exists need not be in fannal evidentiary form, nor be as strong
as that necessary to withstand a summary disposition motion.
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MEMORANDUM. AND ORDER
I.

INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.7 l 4a, the Gulf States Utilities Company (GSU) has
appealed the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's Memorandum and Order
LBP-94-3, 39 NRC 31 (1994). The Board found that the Cajun Electric Power
Cooperative, Inc. (Cajun) has standing to intervene as a party in this proceeding
and that one of Cajun's seven contentions is admissible. On appeal, GSU claims
that Cajun Jacks both standing and an admissible contention. The Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Staff concurs with the Licensing Board that
Cajun has standing to intervene, but submits that the Board improperly admitted
Cajun's contention. The Commission affirms LBP-94-3.

II.

BACKGROUND

GSU is a Texas corporation and holds a 70% undivided interest in River Bend
Station, Unit I, located in Feliciana Parish, Louisiana. Cajun is a Louisiana
cooperative corporation engaged in the transmission, distribution, and sale of
electricity to rural electric distribution cooperatives. Cajun owns the remaining
30% undivided interest in River Bend. Specifically, this proceeding involves
two separate applications filed by GSU in January 1993 for changes in the River
Bend operating license. In one application, GSU sought to transfer control over
River Bend's operations fiom ilSelf to Entergy Operations, Inc. (EOI), pursuant
to 10 C.F.R. § 50.80. GSU's second application was for a license amendment
to reflect a change in the ownership of GSU, which through a merger would
become a whoJJy owned subsidiary of Entergy Corporation (Entergy}. The
merger would not affect River Bend's ownersMp. The NRC Staff has approved
both applications. See 58 Fed. Reg. 68,182 (Dec. 23, 1993).
Cajun and GSU entered into a Joint Ownership, Participation, and Operating
Agreement (the JOPOA} in 1979. Under the agreement, Cajun and GSU,
proportionate to their ownership interests, share the costs, expenses, and benefits
of the River Bend Station. The agreement named GSU as the Licensee
responsible for operating River Bend. Now, after the transfer of operating
control ri:quested by GSU. and pursuant to a new River Bend Station operating
agreement executed by GSU and EOJ, EOI is the new operator of the facility.
EOI is a w:-ioJJy owned subsidiary of Entergy Corporation, and also operates
nuclear stations for four other Entergy subsidiaries.
Before the Licensing Board, Cajun alleged that both the transfer of operating
control to EOI and GSU's merger with Entergy raise concerns about the safety
of River Bend's operations. Cajun alleges that EOI may Jack sufficient funds
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to operate the plant safely. Cajun states that EOI is thinly capitalized, and
that under the new River Bend operating agreement between EOI and GSU,
GSU bears the full obligation to compensate EOI for the plant's operations.
Accordingly. Cajun emphasizes that EOI will be dependent upon GSU for
the funds to carry out River Bend's operations, and cannot look to Entergy
or to Cajun itself. Cajun alleges that GSU faces potentially severe financiaf
exposure because of pending litigation with Cajun and with Texas regulators,
and that potential litigation losses conld result in GSU being unable to fund EOI
aJequately to maintain safe operations at River Bend.1
The Licensing Board first determined that Cajun has standing to inter:vcne.
Cajun seeks to protect its propeny interest in the River Bend facility from
radiological harm. Cajun allegedly has invested approximately $1.6 billion for
its 30% ownership share of River Bend. The Licensing Board concluded that
radiological harm to Cajun's propeny intere~t is a protected interest under the
Atomic Energy Act. LBP-94-3, 39 NRC at 38. The Licensing Board also found
that the alleged injury can be redressed because license conditions could be
imposed to reduce the potential for injury to Cajun. See id. at 39.
The Licensing Board admiued one of seven contentions proferred by Cajun.
The admiued contention alleges that proposed license amendments may result
in a reduction in the margin of safety at River Bend. See id. at 41-42. The
contention is based on claims identical to those lhat go to Cajun's standing;
namely, that operations at River Bend may be underfunded because the new
operator is thinly capitalized and intends to receive the bulk of its funding from
GSU, which in turn faces the risk of substantial financial losses from pending
litigation and which, in the event it has difficulty funding EOI, will not receive
any assistance in funding EOI from the Entergy Corporation, the parent of both
GSU and EOI.
On appeal, GSU claims that the Licensing Board erred in granting Cajun's
petition to intervene because Cajun Jacks both standing and an acceptable contention. Brief in Support of GSU's Appeal (GSU Appeal BrieO at 17-18 (Feb.
JS, 1994). In brief, GSU argues that Cajun never alleged how GSU's merger
with Entergy. or how the operation of River Bend by EOI, could adversely affect
Cajun's interests. GSU emphasizes that responsibility for funding River Bend's
operations remains unchanged by the license amendments. GSU Appeal Brief
1Cajun has filed a lawsuil againsr GSU c:oncuning Caju11's owl!Cnhip stlllls in Ri\'CT Bend. Cajun seeks ro
rescind irs opcra1ing agrcemcnr wi1h GSU and oblain damage$ of a1 least Sl.6 billion for alleged misrcprcscn1a1ion.
T\lo·o or lhc Cajun Cooper.idvc:'s mc:mbc:rs also have: filed suit apinst GSU. allc:ging lhar !he opcra1ing agrcc:mc:nt
bcrwecn Cajun and GSU is ooll because: ii was neo.u subminc:d 10 lhc Louisiana Public: Service Convnission.
Ojun also filed two lawsuits in 1hc: D.C. Circ:uit Coun of Appc:als agains1 rhc: NRC anacking Capparen1Jy on
anrirrusr grounds) lhc two licc:nsc: amc:ndmenrs granied ro GSU in Ibis proceeding. The: Coun consolida1ed lhc:
rwo ca.sc:s bul has no1 sci a briefing schc:dule. Cajun s1arcs lhal GSU :ilso is involved in Jilig:uion with lhc Public
Uliliiy Convnission or Texas. which disallowed S63.5 million or Ri~ Bend plane cosrs. and ordered GSU ro
place: in abeyance approximalely $1.4 billion ofi1s invesrmc:nr.
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at 7. 22·24. The responsibility for funding plant operations will remain with the
plant owners, GSU and Cajun. in proponion to their ownership interests. Id.
at 24. GSU argues that EOI's "capitalization'" is irrelevant because GSU is not
.relying on EOI to demonstrate financial qualifications, only to operate the plant.
GSU concludes that Cajun's interests in River Bend could be affected only if
GSU is unable to meet its financial obligations to fund plant operations. Id.
at 18. GSU stresses that such an eventuality could result from GSU losing its
pending litigation, but not from the two license amendments, which will have
no effect on the pending litigation. See id. at 18, 20, 22. Moreover. GSU argues
that the pending litigation against GSU is overly speculative a basis upon which
to support Cajun's standing and contention. Id. at. 23, 36. Lastly, GSU claims
link exists between a financial qualifications review and plant safety
that
because if adequate funds are not available for safe operation. a plant simply
can be shut down. See id. at 34-35.
The NRC Staff concurs with the Board's finding of standing. but argues
that the Board erred in admitting the contention.2 The Staff claims lhat lhe
transfer of operating control to EOI will affect neither GSU's obligation nor
its ability to fund River Bend's operations, and therefore could not affect the
plant's operations. Staff Appeal Brief at 9·10.

no

III.

A.

ANALYSIS

Cajun's Standing

Under section J89a of the Atomic Energy Act, the Commission must provide
a hearing upon the request of any person "whose interest may be affected
by the proceeding.'' 42 U.S.C. § 2239(a). To determine whether a petitioner
has alleged the requisite interest to intervene. the Commission applies judicial
concepts of standing. See Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear
Power Plant, Unit I), CLI·93-21, 38 NRC 87. 92 (1993) (Perry). For standing, a
petitioner must allege a concrete and panicularized injury that is fairly traceable
to the challenged action and likely to be redressed by a favorable decision. See
generally Lujan v~ Df!fenders of Wildlife. J l:? S. Ct. 2130, 2136 (1992); Perry~
38 NRC at 92. The injury must be to an interest that is arguably within the
zone of interests protected by the governing statute. Injury may be actual or
threatened. Wilderness Society v. Griles. 824· F.2d 4, 11 (D.C. Cir. 1987); Perry~
38 NRC at 92.
In the absence of a clear misapplication of the facts or misunderstanding
of law. the Licensing Board's judgment at the pleading stage that a party has

2 NRC Sraff Response ro GSU Appeal (Mar. 3. 199-1) CSl:lfl Appeal BricO at 4. 6•
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crossed the standing threshold is entitled to substantial deference. •• •tWJe arc
not inclined to dis1urb a Licensing Board•s conclusion that the requisite affected
inlcrcst . . . has been established unless it appears that that conclusion is
irrational:·· Ponland General El~ctric Co. (Pebble Springs Nuclear Plant.
Units l and 2). ALAB-273, I NRC 492. 494 (1975).l
The Licensing Board's conclusion here that Cajun has alleged sufficient
interest and injury for lhreshold slanding is not ••irrational."l The Atomic Energy
Act expressly aulhorizes the Commission to accord proteclion from radiological
injury to bolh heallh and property inlerests. See AEA, §§ 103b, 16lb, 42 U.S.C.
§§ 2133(b). 220l(b). Cajun alleges a threat of radiological harm to ils property
inlerest in the River Bend Stalion.
We reject Gsu·s argument 1hat Cajun·s stated interests are purely economic
and ..without a legi1ima1e nexus 10 ·unsafe plant operation.' " GSU Appeal Brief
at 18. Although seeking to protect a property interest, Cajun asserts an adverse
impact on that interest from potentially unsafe operation ·of River Bend if the
funding resources for the plant are· unduly strained. As the Licensing Board
recognized. such a claim is far different from the claims of disgruntled ratepayers
or taxpayers whose complaints of rising rates or taxes have been rejected as a
basis for standing in our proceedings. See 39 NRC at 37 (citing cases). Rather,
Cajun·s claim bears on safety in relation to the underlying financing for the
plant. a matter that our regulations address.
Commission regulations recognize that underfunding can affect plant safety.
Under 10 C.F.R. § 50.33(0(2), applicants - with lhe exception of electric
u1ili1ies - seeking to operate a facility must demonslrate lhat they possess or
have reasonable assurance of ob1aining the funds necessary to cover estimated
operation costs for the period of the license. Behind the financial qualifications
rule is a safety rationale. In drafting the original financial qualifications rule
(which did not exempt utilities), the Atomic-Energy Commission ... must have
intuitively concluded that a licensee in financially straitened circumstances would
- be under more pressure to commit safety violations or take safety ••shortcuts••
than one in good financial shape.' ...a Indeed. the Commission has presumed that
••[s]hortcuts in safety at full power conceivably could avoid shutdowns ••• and
thereby contribute to greater plant availability and revenue from power sales."5

3 Q1m1i11g N11nlrrm S1a1rs P1m~r Co. (Prairie Island Nuclc:lr Generating Pbnt. Units I :ind 2). ALAB-107. f.
AEC 188. 19.3 (1973). aff•d on mhrr grou11cls. CJ-73-12. 6 AEC 241 (1973). aff"d sub nom. BPI i·. AEC. S02
f.2d 424 CD.C. Cir. 1974). Su also Duqursnr liglrz Ca. (Beaver Valley Power S1a1ion, Unit I). ALAB-109. 6
AEC 243. 24-1 (1973): cf. Virginia Elrctric and Ptm·rr Ca. (Nonh A1111:1 Power Station. Units I and 2). ALAB-S22.
9 NRC 54. S1 n.S (1979).
·
"Final Ruk. Elimin:ition of Review of Financial Qualifications of Electric Utilities iii Operating License Review
and Hearings foc Nuclear Power Plants. 49 Fed. Reg. JS.747. JS.749 (Sepr. 12. 1984).
5 Puh/ic Srnicr C1>. of Nrw Hampshirr (Seabrook S1;11ion. Units I and 2), CU-88-10, 28 NRC 573, 600 (1988);
.~rr ai111 -19 Fed. Reg. JS.749 (Sept. 12. 198.J).
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In addition to highlighting EOrs thin capitalization and Gsu·s potential
inability to fund River Bend·s operations because of litigation risks, Cajun
also stresses that the merger will contribute to the potential for underfunded
operations at River Bend. Through the merger, Entergy Corporation will become
the parent of GSU. Entergy's obligations to EOI are found in a River Bend
Station Guarantee Agreement (Guarantee Agreement) made by Entergy, GSU.
and EOI. Under the agreement, Entergy will have no obligation to support EOI
financially if GSU ceases to fund EOI. And, according to Cajun. "EOI cannot
look to Cajun for payment:• 39 NRC at 39." Because of GSU's pending litigation
risks. Cajun stresses that "[t)he possibility that GSU may be unable to fund EOI
operations of River Bend •.• is more than an academic concern." Cajun's
Petition for Leave to Intervene (Aug. 6, 1993) (Cajun's Petition) at 17.
Cajun claims that the merger results in Entergy and its shareholders being
financially ..insulated" from events involving EOI and GSU.7 After the merger,
as reflected in the license amendment, GSU no longer is a publicly owned utility.
but is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Entergy Corporation. GSU Appeal Brief
at 7. Cajun explains that, before the merger, GSU shareholders would have
been directly affected by a GSU bankruptcy, but that after the merger Entergy
shareholders will be ..insulated from liability through the corporate structure
of Entergy's subsidiaries. GSU and EOI." Id. at 21. Because Entergy and its
shareholders would be protected from any. financial responsibility related to the
underfunding of River Bend if GSU ceases to fund EOI, Cajun concludes that
"EOI may be unable to ensure the safe shutdown of River Bend in the event of
a GSU bankruptcy:• Id. at 21-22.
In sum, we cannot conclude that the Licensing Board·s standing determination was irrational. Whether the restructuring of GSU and the transfer of
operating control to EOI ultimately harms or enhances River Bend's operation
is a matter over which Cajun and GSU sharply disagree. It may well be that
the two actions cannot be shown to have an impact on the safety of River Bend
or that our regulations require no more demonstration of financial qualifications
than that already found adequate by !he Staff. But S\.l.:h findings would require
us to reach beyond the minimum threshold for standing. Although we accept the
Board's determination that Cajun has made a sufficient showing for threshold
standing on the pleadings, we do not intimate any opinion on the merits of
Cajun's claims, which upon further factual development may prove inadequate
to survive the summary disposition stage.
GSU also argues on appeal that "[b]y rejecting the fact that two - not one
- license amendment applications are at issue and collapsing both amendments
into a single proceeding, the Licensing ?oard erroneously concluded that
alsa C:ijun·s Bric:fin Opposilion ro Gsu·s Appeal (Mar. 2. 1994) (C:ljun Appc::l) BrieO :ir 21.
7 Sec C:ijun Appeal Brief ar 6.

Ii Sec
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separate standing {and a separate admissible contention) need not be established
in connection with each license amendment." GSU Appeal Brief at 13.
GSU submits that the Licensing Board's analysis involves only the transfer of
operating control to EOI, and does not reflect any assessment of the potential
impact to Cajun's interests from the merger of GSU with Entergy. See id. at 1415. GSU complains that the Board did not make separate findings of standing
and, in failing to do so, bootstrapped its jurisdiction over the merger amendment.
Although we concur with GSU that licensing boards do not have the libeny to
assume jurisdiction over separate license amendments and hold a hearing simply
because the same facility and same parties may be involved, we do not believe
that the Licensing Board here has overstepped the bounds of its authority. A fair
reading of Cajun's initial pleadings reflects that Cajun sought a hearing on both
licensing actions.11 The Board concluded that the two amendments appear to be
different facets of the same undertaking... LBP-94-3, 39 NRC at 37. We note,
too, that GSU itself has linked the two actions. In its application for the transfer
of operating control to EOI. GSU declared that the application was "submitted in
contemplation of the proposed merger, and would become effective only upon
consummation of the merger."lil On appeal, GSU emphasizes that even had the
transfer of control been denied, the merger could have proceeded as a matter
of law,1° but this assenion does not erase an apparent relationship between the
actions.
·
In context, the Licensing Board's finding of standing goes to both challenged
amendments. The Board noted that both amendments could increase the potential for underfunded operations at River Bend, and that thus both amendments
"are contributors to Cajun's standing arguments." Id. at 38.
At this stage we accept, as the Licensing Board has found, that the issues
penaining lo both the transfer of control and the merger may overlap, and that
Cajun's alleged injury could result from both actions in tandem. The Board
also has found Cajun's admitted contention peninent to both actions, and we
affirm the threshold admission of the contention in the next section of this Order.
Although further litigation of Cajun•s contention may well show it to be of little
consequence to one or both of the licensing actions at issue, we discern no reason
on the basis of the minimal record before us to disturb the Board's conclusions.
11

11
&t!. r.x.• Cajun•s ~ and Supplcmcnl ro Peririon. al 5-6 (Aug. 31. 1993). We note th:i% Cajun°s
original Petition rercrrcd to rhc FtJt!ral Rrtistcr POtio: for rbc: proposed merger amendmenl. while the Pcririon
highlighled the proposed transfer of eonrrol. the nodr::e of which appeared on rht:: following page in rhc FrJcrul
Rc1is11!r. When rhc Ofticc or rbc: Secterary (SECY) referred Cajun·s pcrition ro the Uccnsing Board on Augusr
17. 1993. SECY no1cd only rhc proposed rnergCS' amendment. In its Supplement. Cajun cbri!icd its in1cnriora ro
conrcsr boch proposed licensing actions. To rhc extent lhar any dcfc:c1 cllisrcd in rbc: csiablishmcnl or rhc Licensing
Board. we remove it now.
9 Lctter from P.D. Oraham. GSU. ro NRC Document Con1rol DcsJc. at I (Jan. 13. 1993) (anac:hed ro Letter from
Maik Wcnc:rhan. GSU counsel, ro NRC Atomic Safety Licensing Board (Sept. I. 1993).
IOGSU Appc3] Briehl 15.
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To the extent that the Board consolidated its consideration of the amendments it
is empowered to do so under 10 C.F.R. § 2.716 when reasonable. We generally
will defer to the Licensing Board•s judgment on consolidation. See Safety light
Corp. (Bloomsburg Site Decontamination and License Renewal Denials), CLI92-13, 36 NRC 79, 89-90 (1992).

B.

Cajun's Contention

For admission as a party, a petitioner for intervention must proffer at le.ast
one admissible contention. The standards for an admissible contention are found
under 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b)(2) and (d)(2). Commission regulations mandate that
a contention include a specific statement of the issue of Jaw or fact to be raised
· or controverted, a brief explanation of the bases of the contention, and a concise
statement of the· alleged facts or expert opinion that support the ·contention.
together-with references to those specific sources and documents on which the
petitioner intends to rely to prove the contention. The petitioner also must
demonstrate that a genuine dispute exists with the applicant on a material issue
of Jaw or fact. Contentions must fall within the scope of the issues set forth in
the 11otice of the proposed licensing action. See PuL:ic Service Co. of Indiana
(Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-316, 3 NRC
167, 170-71 (1976).
The contention rule, however, does not r~uire Cajun to prove its case at this
point. At the contention filing stage the factual support necessary to show that a
genuine dispute exists need not be in formal evidentiary form. nor be as strong
as that necessary to withstand a summary disposition motion. What is required
is "a minimal showing that material facts are in dispute, ·thereby demonstrating
that an 'inquiry in depth' is appropriate." 11
The Licensing Board admitted only one of Cajun's seven proffered contentions. The admitted contention aJieges that "the proposed ~icense amendments may result in a significant reduction in the margin of safety." LBP-94-3,
· 39 NRC at 41.1 2 Central to Cajun's contention is the concern that EOI will lack
adequate funds to operate River Bend safely.
Cajun's bases for the contention can be summarized as foJJows:

11 final Rule. Rules of ~ce for Domestic Licensing Procccdings -Proccdur:il Ch:mges in lhe Hc:iring Process,
33,J68, 33.17J (Aug. 11. 1989), qu111in1 Cunni:clic111 Banun Assucia1fon i•. B1HJrd •if Gm"l!mun, 627 F.2d 24S
(0.C. Cir. J980).
12 GSU submilS lh:il Cajun•s con1cn1ion c:on1:iins a fatal dcfeci bcc:luse the -m:irgin of s:ircsy- s1:indard is a lcrm
of :in 1h:ir concerns only whelhcr a '"signilic:inr haurds considc:r.11ion- exists lh3r could alfc:ct the riming of rhc:
cffc:clivenc:ss of rhe licensing actions. We do noc believe lhar the cxprcssion -m:irgin of s:ifety.. h:ts been used
as a term of an in rhis manner· by eirhcr Cajun or lhc Li~nsing Bo:ird. We undcrsl:lnd Cajun to be alleging an
:idvcrsc imp:ict on safely.
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I. The new River Bend Operating Agreement underlying the transfer
of operating control to EOI runs only between GSU and EOI. Under
the agreement, GSU is obligated to provide all of EOI"s funding for
River Bend's operations. As a result. EOI will be dependent upon
GSU for the funds necessary to operate River Bend.
2. EOI is thinly capitalized. Consequently. if GSU ceases to make
its operating payments. EOI will have no other source of funds to
maintain safe River Bend operations.
3. GSU faces severe financial exposure from litigation with Cajun
and from Texas regulatory proceedings. Losses could render GSU
unable to make sufficient payments to EOI for continued safe plant
operations.
4. Under the merger agreement, Entergy Corporation, the parent of GSU
and EOI. will not be responsible for funding EOI"s operation of River
Bend if GSU ceases to fund EOI.
See icl. at 41.
As the Licensing Board found. the arguments both in suppon of and against
the contention are similar to the arguments presented on Cajun's standing.
See 39 NRC at 42. Both GSU and Staff stress that 'the license amendments
cannot affect River Bend's safety because funding for the plant's operations
will remain primarily the responsibility of GSU. and GSU's financial exposure
from litigation risks exists regardless of the amendments. Consequently. GSU
believes EOI"s financial qualifications to be irrelevant to the proposed actions.
We cannot accept GSU's conclusion that .. [t}he financial qualification of EOI
is not at issue in this proceeding... GSU Appeal Brief at 32-33. Our regulations
make EOI"s financial qualification an issue. Seep. 48, supra. GSU's arguments
simply foil to recognize that EOI as the new operator is subject to the financial
qualifications rule. and that the reliability of funding for River Bend's operations
has been placed into question. Cajun's contention and its bases bear directly on
whether the Commission's regulations are satisfied.
GSU"s conclusion that ..[t]he financial status of River Bend is. at worst,
unchanged by the merger and likely is improved."D may upon ;nquiry prove
to be lrue. but is open to some question. We note that Staff. which objects to
the admission of the conlention for generally the same reasons as GSU. states
that it has examined the financial qualifications of EOI and found ..the requisite
reasonable assurance of source of funds in the Operating Agreement between
GSU and EOI... Staff Appeal Brief at 10 n.6. But this conclusion merely restates
the Staff decision. It is colltested by Cajun. A Staff conclusion alone is not
enough to defeat Cajun's right to litigate a contention.

IJ GSU Appc:il Brier :If )).
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The Licensing Board found that the terms of the merger agreement contribute
to the potential for underfunding. 39 NRC at 38. At this stage, we are
unable to resolve whether corporate restructuring under the merge.· will result
in ''insulation.. from liability that can contribute to EOl's potential inability to
safely operate or safely shut down the facility. We also cannot assess with finalily
the significance of the pending lawsuits against GSU. 1" or the significance of
the new operating agreement making GSU solely responsible for funding River
Bcnd•s operations.'!I We cannot say, however. that the Licensing Board erred in
finding that Cajun has delineated a basis for further inquiry into its contention
that undcrfunding of operations inay occur.
How much funher examination the contention warrants must now be resolved
by the Licensing Board. In sum. all we decide today is that Cajun has met the
minimum threshold for the admission of its contention. Cajun has explained the
bases. and identified facts and other matters supporting its contention. When
Cajun's position is viewed in a light favorable to the petitioner,•~ we are unable
to conclude that the contention and its bases are whoJly immaterial or fail to show
a genuine dispute on a material matter. Without engaging in a greater inquiry.
more appropriate for a later stage of this proceeding, we cannot resolve the
significance of Cajun's allegations about the potential combined effect of EOrs
thin capitalization, GSU's financial exposure, and a new corporate st11~~ture
under Entergy.

IV.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated in this decision, GSU's appeal is denied and the
Licensing Board's order in LBP-94-3 is affirmed.

1" GSU cl:iims rh:ir 1hc: degree or fin:inci:il exposure: f:io:d by GSU is 100 spccul:11h-e 10 .scn-e as :i b:isis ror
C:ijun"s contc:nlion. Ye& 1hc: lirig:i1ion pending :ig:iinsr GSU has been considered or signific::incc: by 1hc NRC S1:iff.
When 1hc S1:iff :ipprovcd lhc rwo :ippl1c3rions :11 issue on Dcccmbc:r 16. 1993. St:iff included :i license condi1ion
miuiring GSU 10 inform 1114: Direc1or of Nucle:ir ~c:xror Regulation wilhin 30 d:iys of any ~ of cbm:igcs in
1he liti!:ilion bdwc:c:n C:ijun :ind GSU. Su. ~.g.• Amcndmcnr No. 69 10 F:icili1y Opcr.11ing Lkc:nse No. NPF-l7
CO«. 16. 1993) :11 2. In :iddi1ion. Cajun notes lh:it Enrc:rgy in irs pl:innc:d merger spc:dfic:illy included conditions
1h:i1 would :illow il to wilhdraw lrom 1hc: merger if rile: C:ijun li1ig:ilion results in :i decision :ig:iinsl GSU bcr~
1he merger is consumm:11c:d. C:ijun"s Amendment & Supplc:mc:nr to Petition to Intervene :11 10. Thus. surficii:nt
interest in GSU"s pending litig:i1ion has been r:iisal by boch Ilic: NRC sr:irr :ind En1crgy lh:il WC cannot dismiss
C:ijun·s concern :is O\-crly spccul:11h-c:.
l!I GSU m:iinr:Uns dl:it :i!lhough under rile: new opcr.iling :igm:mc:nt. EOI will look only to GSU for the: funds
10 operate Ri\'l:f' Bc:nd. ultirmtc:ly lhc: funding for Rh"Ct Bend will not be ch:mgc:d. GSU expl:iins thlll the: iniri:it
opcr:11ing.:ipccmcn1 between GSU :ind Oijun will rcm:iin in effect. This agrccmcnl has miuirc:d :ind will conrinue
to miuire C:ijun ro provide JO'.i of die: funds ncccss:iry for Riwcr Bend"s opcralions. GSU Appe:il Brief :11 32.
The po1cn1i::il cfrc:crs or 1he new opc:ra1ing agrcc:mcm"s dirc:ct funding relationship bc:ll'"CCn GSU :ind EOI rcm:Uns
uncle:ir 10 us at rhis sr:igc:. We c:innot comf'on:ibly conclude from the: limilcd m:ord before: us th:lt the: new
~ing :igrc:cmc:nt"s fin:in..i:il :irr.mgc:rnc:lll will nor affect Rh"Ct Bcnd·s funding.
1 s~~ Ari:tinu Public Sm·ic~ C11. CP:ilo Verde: Nuclear Cic:nc:r.iling Station. Unils I. 2. :ind 3). CLl-91-12. ~ NRC
1-19. ISS (1991).
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It is so ORDERED.
For the Commission
JOHN C. HOYLE
Acting Secretary of the
Commission
Dated al Rockville, Maryland,
this 23d day of August 1994.
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Mr. Mark A. McBurnett
Chief Executive Officer and Chief Nuclear Officer
Nuclear Innovation North America, LLC
4000 Avenue F, Suite A
Bay City, TX 77414
Dear Mr. McBurnett:
This is to acknowledge receipt of\/l/e have received your May 31, 2012, letter, Request
for Commission Consideration of Policy Issue Regarding Financial Qualifications for New
Merchant Plants.. which requests the Commission to provide direction to the NRC Staff in its __ --' _ - -{Formatted: Font: Not Italic
continuing review of the financial qualifications of the South Texas Project applicants for a
combined license.
I appreciate your comments on the complexity of project finance as it relates to merchant
plant applicants for a combined license. As you know. the Staff has your views under active
consideration at this time and has discussed them with you on .several occasions. I am _____ -~ _ - -{Formatted: Font color: Auto
confident that the Staff will bring any unresolved policy issues to the Commission's attention:
·
however. I forwarded your letter to the Staff to provide additional insight into the issues. Thank
you for your comments on this important subject.
Your lotter asserts that the Cornrnission has broad discretion regarding the standards for
financial qualifications applicable to reactor licensees. ~Jlf>JA further asserts that an exernption
to ~IRC regulations or irnposition of licenso conditions allowing dernonstration of financial
qualification prior to the start of construction rather than at the tirne of COL issuance, rnay avoid
an irnpasse on this topic between NINA and the ~IRC.
Your request raises irnportant poliey and prooedural rnatters that the staff is currently
considering. As v,re the staff engages stal{eholders and potentially tho Cornrnission, 'Ne I •Nill
rnake certain that the staff considers your viewsyour viei.vs are oonsidored.

Sincerely,

Gregory B. Jaczko

Mr. Mark A. McBurnett
Chief Executive Officer and Chief Nuclear Officer
Nuclear Innovation North America, LLC
4000 Avenue F, Suite A
Bay City, TX 77414
Dear Mr. McBurnett:
This is to aoknowledge reoeipt of We have received your May 31, 2012 letter, Request
for Commission Consideration of Policy Issue Regarding Financial Qualifications for New
Merchant Plants. which requests the Commission to provide direction to the NRC Staff in its
continuing review of the financial qualifications of the South Texas Project applicants for a
combined license.
I appreciate your comments on the complexity of project finance as it relates to merchant
plant applicants for a combined license. As you know. the Staff has your views under active
consideration at this time and has discussed them with you on several occasions. I am
confident that the Staff will bring any unresolved policy issues to the Commission's attention;
however. I forwarded your letter to the Staff to provide additional insight into the issues. Thank
you for your comments on this important subject.~
Your letter asserts that the Commission has broad disoretion regarding the standards for
finanoial qualifioations applioable to reaotor licensees. NINA further asserts that an exemption
to NRG regulations or imposition of lioense oonditions allowing demonstration of finanoial
qualifioation prior to the start of oonstruotion rather than at the time of COL issuanoe, may avoid
an impasse on this topio between r>llNA and tho NRG.
Your request raises important polioy and prooedural matters that the staff is ourrently
oonsidering. As we the staff engages stalmholders and potentially the Commission, we I will
make oertain that the staff oonsiders veur vie>.\'svour views are oonsidered.

Sincerely,

Gregory B. Jaczko
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LBP-95-10

Cite as 41 NRC 460 {1995)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:
B. Paul Cotter, Jr., Chairman
Dr. Richard F. Cole
Dr. Peter S. Lam

In the Matter of

Docket No. 50458-0LA
(ASLBP No. 93-680-04-0LA)

GULF STATES UTILITIES
COMPANY, et al.

(River Bend Station, Unit 1)

June 15, 1995

The Licensing Board denies a motion for summary disposition after determining that material facts remained in dispute. The Intervenor had shown
that there were disputed material facts as to whether River Bend would be safely
operated, shut down, and maintained during adverse financial conditions.

SUMMARY DISPOSITION:

MATERIAL FACTS NOT PROVIDED

Summary disposition is not appropriate when the movant fails to carry its
burden setting forth all material facts pertaining to its summary disposition
motion.

SUMMARY DISPOSITION:

BANKRUPTCY OF A LICENSEE

In response to a movant's claim that a bankruptcy court will ensure that a
nuclear reactor receives sufficient funding to ensure safety, the board concludes
that this claim involves disputed factual questions for which summary disposition
is inappropriate.
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FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS:
OPERATING LICENSES

NON-UTILITY APPLICANTS FOR

Non-utility applicants for operating licenses are required by the NRC's
financial qualifications rule to demonstrate adequate financial qualifications
before op~rating a facility. A board is not authorized to grant exemptions
from this rule or to acquiesce in arguments that would result in the rule's
circumvention.
THE FINANCIAL QUALIFICA'.I'ION RULE:
SIGNIFICANCE

SAFETY

Safety considerations are the heart of the financial qualifications rule. The
Board reasoned in this regard that insufficient funding can cause licensees to
cut corners on operating or maintenance expenses. Moreover, the Commission
has recognized that a licensee in financially straitened circumstances would be
under more pressure to commit safety violations or take safefy "shortcuts" than
one in good financial shape.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Ruling on Licensee's Motion
Requesting Summary Disposition of Contention 2)
'

On January 5, 1995, Gulf States Utilities Company (GSU) moved for
summary disposition on Contention 2 of Cajun Electric Cooperative, Inc.
(Cajun), the only remaining contention in this proceeding. For the reasons stated
herein, GSU's motion is denied.
BACKGROUND
In August 1993, Cajun, a 30% owner of the River Bend Nuclear Reactor
and a co-licensee on the River Bend license, filed a Petition to Intervene in
this licensing proceeding in response to a Notice of Opportunity for Hearing
published in the Federal Register. 58 Fed. Reg. 36,423, 36,435-36 (July 7,
1993). That notice included two proposed amendments to the River Bend
operating license belonging to GSU. The first amendment would change the
ownership of GSU by authorizing Gulf States to become a wholly owned
subsidiary of Entergy Corporation (Entergy Corp.). The second would add
Entergy Operations Inc. (EOI) as a non-owner licensee and would authorize
EOI to operate River Bend.
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On January 27, 1994, the Board found GSU's objections on standing and the
lack of an admissible contention without merit and allowed Cajun to intervene
in this proceeding. LBP~94-3, 39 NRC 31 (1994). Of the seven contentions
proffered by Cajun, the Board admitted only Contention 2 which reads: "The
proposed license amendments may result in a significant reduction in the margin
of safety at River Bend." Id. at 41. Cajun provided four bases for this contention:
(a) The proposed River Bend Operating Agreement runs only between Gulf States and
EOI. Therefore, Gulf States has the full obligation under the Operating Agreement
to compensate EOI for River Bend operation and EOI cannot look to Entergy or
Cajun for payment. . . .
·
(b) EOI is very thinly capitalized.

If Gulf States ceases to make its Operating
Agreement payments, EOI has no other sources of funds to maintain safe and
reliable River Bend operation. . . .
'

(c) Gulf States faces severe financial exposure from litigation with Cajun and from
certain Texas regulatory proceedings which could render Gulf States bankrupt and
unable to make adequate payments to EOI to maintain safe and reliable River Bend
operation. . . ~
(d) Entergy views its obligations to. support EOI in the event of lack of funding from
Gulf States to be very limited. Officials of Entergy and EOI have admitted that
EOI would be forced to shut down River Bend if EOI lacked adequate funds. . . .

ra.
Acting on GSU's appeal of that decision, on Augu~t 23, 1994, the Commission affirmed the Board's decision to allow Cajun to intervene and to litigate
Contention 2. cLI-94-10, 40 NRC 43 (1994).
" Following the Commission's decision, dis!=overy was conducted by all parties.
A prehearing conforenee was held on October 4, 1994, in an attempt to define
and limit the issues and ·to settle ~utst_anding discovery disputes. The Board
ordered that all discovery be completed by November 24, 1994, and that
Motions for Summary Disposition, or.a written Waiver of Motions for Summary
Disposition, be filed on or before January 9, 1995. Unpublished Memorandum
and Order (Revised Prehearing Schedule) (Oct. 20, 1994). The discovery phase
of this proceeding thus has been concluded.
On January 9, 1995, GSU filed a Motion for Summary Disposition 1 in this
case arguing that there remain no outStanding factual issues to be resolved
concerning the admitted contention. The Motion was predi_cated in part upon
· the responses to interrogatories GSU had received from Cajun and the Staff ·
'during the discovery period. Cajun filed an answer to the GSU Motion asserting
.

'

1Gulf States Utilities Company's. Motion for Summary Disposition
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aim. 9,

.

1995) (hereafter GSU Motion).

that there are disputed material facts pertaining to the licensing of EOI. 2 Cajun
appended two affidavits in support of its pcisition.3 The Staff of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (StafO filed its response to the Motion supporting
GSU's position.4 The Staff supp9rted its response with ~e affidavit of one
David L. Wigginton. Cajun subsequently filed an answer in opposition to the
Staff's.response.s ·
·
·

THE PARTIES' POSmONS .
the GSU Mption asserts that it is undisputed that under the terms of the
new River Bend Operating Agreement (the Operating Agreement between GSU
and EOI), EOI may look only to GSU as the source for payment of operating
costs. Neither EOI nor Entergy Corp.; the parent of EOI; wiU provide· those
. funds. GSU also states that it is undisputed that GSU faces the potential for
financial difficulties if Cajun prevails and awarded the relief it has sought ih
its litigation· against GSU.
·
.
·
GSU alleges that the responses elicited tbrough discovery establish that Cajun
has .no factual o~ evidentiary basis on which to support its contention that safety
at River Bend
be reduced as a res1,1lt of the merger. 1'.o the contrary, GSU
asserts. that no safety problem exists because the NRC Staff has found that EOI
and GSU "collectively" are financially qualified. GSU Statement of UndisputCd
Facts at 1. It further asserts that EOl intends to operate River Bend safely with
the funds O).ade available to it and, If ·such funds are not available to operate
·River Bend. safely, that it will safely shut down and maintain the facility in·
accordance with the plant's operating procedu~es and technical specifications.
GSU Motion at 10.
A major portion of the GSU Motion· is given to the assertion that the
NRC's oversight and enforcement powers over the safe operation . of River
Bend, inclUding those that could theoretically anse from financial difficulties,
ensure that River Bend will be safely operated by EOI. Moreover, according to
GSU, even if the .dire circumstantes predieted by Cajun ·were. to .occur, the only
experience the Commis!!iOn has "with bankrupt commerc;:ial light-\vater nuclear
·reactor power plan~ is that they ?J"e safely operated .under the jurisdictipn of

is

will

2Cajun El~cti:i9 Pi>wer Cooperative, Joc.'s Answer in Opj>osirion.to Gulf Stiies Utilities Company's Motion for ·
Summary Disposition (Jan. 23, 1995) (hereafter Cajun Answer to GSU Motion).
·
·
3 Affidavits of John M. Griffin and Werner T: Ullrich.
4 NRC Staff's Resp<inse in Support of GSU's Motion for Su~ Disposition. (l\Ul. n; '1995) (Staff Response
to GSU Motion).
·
·
.
5
Cajun Answer in Opposition 10 NRC Stiifr RespollSe in Support of GSU's Motion for Summary Disposition
(Feb. 6, 1995) Oiereafter Cajun Answer io Siaff's ResponSe).
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the bankruptcy court and that the funds necessary for safe operation would be
made available through that court. Id. at 2F35.
In support of its Motion, GSU attaches six statements about which it says no"
material disagreement exists:
1. The River Bend Operating Agreement, pursuant to which Entergy Operations
operates River Bend, runs between
2.

Entergy Operations and Gulf States only.

Under the Operating Agreement. Entergy Operatiorui looks only to Gulf States for

the funds needed to operate River Bend.
3.

Gulf States faces the potential for adverse financial conditions as a. result of the
- litigation initiated by
and Texas regulatory procedures.
-

4.

The NRC Staff has examined the financial qualifications of Entergy Operations and
Gulf States and has found them to be collectively financially ·qualified.

Cajun

5. In every instance in which the owner of a commercial light water nuclear power
plant has gone into bankruptcy, adequate funds were inade available through -the
bankruptcy court to safely operate the facility.
6.

Entergy Operations intends to safely operate River Bend within the requirements
of the Operating License as long as funds are available for that purpose, and in
the event such funds are not available, River Bend will be safely shut down and
maintained in a safe clindition.

GSU Statement of Undisputed Facts at 1-2.
The NRC Staff's Response agrees that any potential financial difficulties
GSU may face from civil litigation would not pose a threat to the public health
and safety, even if GSU were to declare bankruptcy. The Staff argues that its
inspection and enforcement processes wilt- ensure safe operations at the plant
regardless of the level of funding. Moreover, the Staff asserts .that it would be
involved in any bankruptcy proceeding involving River Bend and that bankruptcy
courts tht'.mselves have held the protection of the public~ s health and safety to
be an important interest in a bankruptcy proceeding. Thus, according to the
Staff, the mere fact that GSU faces bankruptcy does-not indicate that the River
Bend facility could not be operated safely.
In contesting GSU' s Motion, Cajun asserts that important material facts are in
dispute that prevent the granting of summary disposition. Its primary argument
is that statements in the affidavits of Cajun's two expert witnesses, Werner T.
Ullrich and John M. Griffin, establish -that there are disputed material issues
of fact regarding the safe oper:ation of"River Bend. in the event of insufficient
funding. In their affidavits, these individuals assert that a lack of funding
will reduce safety at River Bend by impa,iring:' (1) safe performai:ice during
operation; (2) safe shutdown; and (3) adequate decommissioning once shutdown
is achieved. Cajun Answer to G~U Motion at 24-32. Cajun contends, that the
statements of thei;e experts directly contradict GSU's Statement of Facts that
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health and safety would not be jeopardized if there are in~ufficient funds to
·
operate River Bend:
Citing to National Association 9f Government Employees v. Campbell, 593
F.2d 1023, 1027 (D.C. Cir. 1978). Cajun further states that summary disposition
cannot .be granted because GSU's Statement of Facts does not include all
·necessary material facts in dispute in this proceeding. Cajun contends that, as a
matter of law, summary disposition is not appropriate when an adequate fa,ctual
basis is not provided by the moving party for the trier of facts to condude that
no material facts are in dispute. According to Cajun,. the GSU Statement of
Facts fails to include facts establishing: (I) that River Bend will be adequately
funded to continue siife operation in the event of an adverse determination in
· the River Bend litigation; (2) that a bankruptcy court would be obligated to
provide sufficient funding to allow EOI to meet the terms of the. River Bend
license; (3) that there will be sufficient funding for River Bend's safe shutdown
and storage .if funding be~omes. insufficient for· continued operatio~; arid (4)
that sufficient funding· for decommissioning will be available in the event of
an adverse determination in the River Bend litigation. Cajun Answer to GSU
Motion at 10-14, 35-36.
· Cajun also advances a legal and pi;>licy argument why summary disposition
shO,uld not be granted. It contends that summary disposition should not.
be sanctioned when, as is the case here, important health and. safety issues "
associated with the operation of nuclear power plants are at stake. Citing Public.
Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-90-44,
32 NRC 433, 437 (1990). Cajun Answe.r to GSU at 37-38.
In addressing the Staff's Response, Cajun asserts that the Staff is shortsighted in its support for GSU. In rebuttal of Staff's arguments, Cajun ina,kes
five assertions. First, it asserts that the obligl}tiOn for a nuclear facility to stop
operating when necessary funds are unavailable d1;1es not excuse an applicant·
from meeting financial qualification requirements under 10 C.F.R. § 50.33(f) and
section ·t 82 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Second, the Staff's inspectfon
!ind ovei:sight process is not st1fficient "to ensure that inadequate funding will not
affect safe· operations. Third, siaff has failed to establish that no genuine issue
exists with respect to the funding _of R~ver Behd Operation in· the event of a
GSU bankruptcy. Fourth; Staff's reliance on the electric utility exception t<;> the
financial qualification rule is .misplaced becat1se EOI is not an electric utility,
and fift~. Sti;rl'f ignores the significant concerns the Commission has had in the
past regarding potential licensee bankruptcy.
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STANDARDS FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION
Summary disposition is appropriate where, based on the filings, depositions,
answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the statements
of the parties and the affidavits, if any, there is no genuine issue .of material
fact and the movant has demonstrated that it is entitled to judgment as a matter
of law. 10 C.F.R. § 2.749(d); see also Advanced Medical Systems, Inc. (One
Factory Row, Geneva, Ohio 44041), CLI-93-22, 38 NRC 98, 102 (1993) (AMS).
The movant seeking summary disposition has the burden of demonstrating the
absence of any genuine issue of material fact. Id. The evidence submitted by
the movant must be construed in favor of the party opposing the motion, BJld
that party receives the benefit of any favorable inference. Sequoyah Fuels Corp.
(Gore, Oklahoma Site Decontamination and Decommissioning Funding), LBP94-17, 39 NRC 359, 361 (1994). Yet a party opposing the motion may not rely
on a simple denial of material facts stated by the movant, but must set forth
specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue. 10 C.F.R. §2~74-9(b}; AMS,
38 NRC at 102.
Summary disposition is favored by the Commission as "an efficacious means
of avoiding unnecessary and possibly time-consuming hearings on demonstrably
insubstantial iss.ues.'~ Wisconsin Electric Power .Co. (Point Beach Nuclear Plant,
Unit l), ALAB-696, 16 NRC 1245, 1263 (1982) (citation omitted). See also
. Statement of Policy on Conduct of Licensing Proceedings; CLI-81-8, 13 NRC
452, 457 (1981). However, in an operating license proceeding, where significant
health and safety or environmental issues may be involved, a licensing board
should only grant summary disposition if it is convinced that· the public health
and safety and ·environment will be satisfactorily protected. Seabrook, LBP-9044, 32 NRC at 437, citing Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co. (William H. Zimmer
Nuclear Station), LBP-81-i, 13 NRC 36, 40-41 (1981). Even if no party opposes
a motion for summary disposition, the movant' s filing must still establish the
absence of a disputed material fact. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (Peiry
Nuclear Power Pla11t, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-443, 6 NRC 741, 753-54 (1977).
DISCUSSION
Reduced to its ·simplest terms, ·the central issue in this proceeding is whether
underfunding of River Bend, which may result from ongoing litigation and
regulatory proceedings involving the River Bend facility, can adversely affect
. safety at the facility. GSU concedes; for purposes of this motion, ·that it will
. be .the only source of funds for operating River Bend and that its ability to
continue with this funding could be jeopardized by the River Bend litigation.
Having made these concessions, howe:ver, it claims; as an u11controvened fact,
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that no safety concern is involved because the facility will be safely shut down
if funlis become unavailable. To support the assumption that safety would not
be adversely affected! GSU Claims that the NRC's oversight and enforcement
. power will ensure safe operations during financial hardship. It also claims
that financially troubled reactors have been operated in the past without safety
problems, and that sufficient funds for safe operation of River Bend would be
made available through the bankrupt1<y courts. In addition, GSl,J argu~ that
there is no safety concern because River Bend will be safely shut down if EOI
lacks sufficient funds for its operation. The NRC Staff also adopts most of this
same ra,tionale. See Staff Response at 3-7,
As we have stated, to defeat GSU's motion for summary disposition, Cajun
need only· demonstrate that material facts are in dispute, and not that it wiil
prevail in litigation. · In our. opinion, the affidavits of Cajun's two expert
witnesses, John M. Griffin and Werner T. Ullrich; demonstrate such factual
disputes. 6 Their statements, if ·correct, may be grounds· for concluding that
insufficient funding for River Bend could result in: (1) impairment of EOI's
ability to safely operate River Bend; (2) impairment of the safe shutdown of
River Berid after a determination is made that Sl!fficient funding is unavailable to
continue operating; and (3) impairment of safe and adeqm1te decommissioning
once shutdown is achieved. The bases for .these assertions are as follows:
•

•

-

•

'.

•

•

<

1.

Factual Dispu'tes. Presented by Messrs. Gri.lfi'} and Ullrich

a.

lmpairme~i of Safe

Operations at RiveJ: Bend Caused by lruuffident

Funding
Mr~_ Ullrich contends that if funding is reduced while River Bend-is being operated; its safety performance may be impaired .in a number of ways. According
to Mr. Ullrich,
·

Red~ced funding generally results in ~ductlon of the variable costS that are more easily
controlled by the plant manageme!lt. In_ most ~es. this impacts admi_nistrative and engirteering staffing .and workload; limits the amount of internal or-external .services purchased;
6 Mr. Ullrich is currently ii Senior Management Consultant with United Energy Services Corporation, a nationwi~
· ~anagemeni consulting firm. He states that he holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering from
Drexel University and l)as conipleted a nuclear engineering course and graduate level courses in atomic physic;s,
electrical engineering, !Uld advan~ matheijiaties. He bas held a Vilriety of management positions with electric
utilities including Plant Manager for the Peach Bottom nucll:a!' Unit, various support management pOsitions for
'Ilmerick Unit 2, and Field Seivice Manager for the restart of Brown's Fetry Unit 3.
·
.
Mr. Griffin is currently President of United Energy Services-Corporation. He states that he holds a Bachelor of
Science Degree in Naval Scien¢ fnim t!ie United States Naval Academy. He bas been a member of the' Boaiil of
Directors of the. American Nuclear Society and the Institute of Nuclear Operations National Nuclear Accrediti.ng
Board. He has held positions as the Assistant Mat13ger. of Nuclear Operations for the New York Power Autl!ori1y,
Manager .of Nuclear Operations for Arkansas Nuclear Unit 1, and Stiirt-Up Manager for the Brunswick Nuclear
UnitS.
"
.
.
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and extends time schedules for implementation or completion of costly corrective action,
mandated NRC study programs, and discretionary preventive and corrective maintenance. It
may also impact discretionary training for the plant staff. When O&M budgets are reduced,
staff workload typically increases because purchased service such as engineering support and
vendor support is curtailed. -

Reduction of O&M funding also stimulates middle management to look for departmental ·
activities that can be eliminated or curtailed without ii;nmediate detrimental effect . • . .
Reduction of staffing in these groups has the potential for decreasing the effectiveness of
training and quality· oversight and transferring more of the workload to other groups that
are more directly involv~d in the day-to-day operation of the facility. Typically, wheri a
utility is forced to reduce O&M budgets, capital budgets ~ also reduced. This means that
only the most imponant modifications mandated by the NRC or required for continued plant
operation are funded, engineered and installed.

Ullrich Affidavit at 3.
Mr. Ullrich goes on to assert that River Bend's safety performance· has been
deficient and that additional funding is necessary for improvement. He states that
once a plant's safety performance has declined, significantly increased funding
is required to re-establish the plant's safety performance to an acceptable level.
A declining safety performance, according to him, will increase the potential
for a plant to experience a significant safety event. He estimates that the Long
Term Performance Plans (LTPP) for River Bend being initiated by EOI will
require additionai funding, at least in the near term, to maintain safety. Id. at 2,
5-7.
Mr. Griffin, like Mr. Ullrich, believes that the overall cost of operation and
maintenance of River Bend will be elevated at least in the near term. He also
agrees with Mr. Ullrich .that there is significant potential at River Bend for
reduced funding which could substantially impact River Bend's operations and
its long-term safety performance. Griffin Affidavit at 34.

b.

Impairment of Safe Shutdown at River Bend Caused by
Insufficient Funding

Mr. Griffin contends that River Bend cannot be slJut down and maintained _in
a safe condition without significant funding. He estimates that the facility will
require from $90 million to $110 .million for the first 2 years to be maintained iD.
a safe shutdown condition. Then, when ~e facility receives a Possession Only
·License, an a<Jditional $20 million to $30 million annually will be needed to
protect spent fuel -and cqntrol radioae<tivity.. Id. at. 4-5.
Mr. Ullrich agrees that safe shutdown will require substantial funding which
GSU may not be able to provide. He claims that if insufficient funding forces
River Bend to close,_ EOI will still be -required to pay maintenance, testing,
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training, programs, and O&M costs during shutdown.· However, at the same time
it is incurring these expenses, River Bend will no longer be generating. revenue
from its operations. Mi Ullrich estimates. that a plant that is permanently shut
down on short notice could spend about $100 million prior to receipt of its
PQssession Only License. Ullrich Affidavit at 6-7.
·

c;

lmp~irment

of Safe and Adequate Decommissioning at River Bend by
Insufficient Funding .

Mr. Ullrich claims EOI may not be able to provide long-term funding
tO ·support River Bend's decommissioning. He explains that R,iver Berid's
decommissioning deficit will be made greater because reactor decommissioning
costs foi: electric utilities are now higher than original estimates, caused in part ,
by a lack of permanent high-level and low-level. waste .storage facilities. He
contends that the total decommissioning costs for· Rivet Bend will be at least
$20 million per year for about 30 years, which is. considerably higher than the
$382 miliion onginally estimated by (JSU. Id.
, .
.

2.

Analysis of Cajun's Disputed Fads

, The assertions by MesSrs; Ullrich and Griffin that insufficient funding may
adversely affect safe operatic:ms, shutdown, and decommissioning. o~ River B:en,d
directly contradict GSU's Statement of Fact Number 6 that River Bend Will be
operated safely and will be safely' shut down and maintained in a safe condition
in the event sufficient funds become unavailable. The conflicting assertions
clearly establish a di~p\lte over material facts regarding Contention 2. What
remains is to examine the.rationale for GSU's Statement of Fact Number 6. and
to determine whether it is sufficient to compel a finding in favor of the summary
disposition motion despite the contradicting factual, assertions of Messrs. Ullrich
and Griffin.
Briefly stated, GSU's rationale for contending that River Bend will be safely
operated,- shut down, and maintained during adverse financial conditions is that:
(1) NRC oversight and insp~tion will ensure· safety; (2) financially troubled
reactors have been operatecl safely in the.past; (3) suffident funding for safety
will be supplied by bankruptcy courts;· and (4) there is 'no safety concern
because River Bend will be safely shu~ down if EOI lacks sufficient funds for
these rationales in turn.
its operation: We deal with each

of
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a.

GS~'s

Assertion That NRC Oversight and Inspection Will Ensure Safe
Operation During Financial Hardship

GSU contends that the NRC's reactor inspection program, combined with
the input of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, enables the NRC Staff to
ensure that its rules and regulations are being met and that the River Bend facility
will be operated in accordance with all NRC requirements. GSU reasons that
these Staff resources enable the Staff to ensure that River Bend will be safely
operated or safely shut down even if the unit experiences financial difficulties,
GSU Motion at 22-28. Cajun responds that Staff over8ight and inspection
programs are not sufficient to ensure safety. It points out that if these programs
were enough, Congress and the Commission would not have required applicants
to furnish assurance of obtaining funds necessary to cover estimated oper~tion
costs ~or the period of their licenses. Cajun Answer to GSU at 13-14; Answer
'to Staff at 8-9.
The Board agrees with GSU and Staff that Staff enforcement programs are
vitally important in ensuring the safety of a nuclear facility. However, such
programs will not always ensure that safety problems would not occur. Indeed,
it is a fundamental principle of NRC regulation of civilian nuclear reactors
that responsibility for safe facility operation rests primarily in the licensee and
not the Staff, Moreover, as stated by Cajun, the financial qualification rule
is indicative that Congress and the Commission wished to rely on more than
just Staff oversight and inspection in ensuring that a nuclear facility will have
sufficient funding.
The question of whether Staff oversight and inspection WUI ensure safety
at River Bend involves fac~ual issues that should not be resolved by summary
disposition. Although OSU may wish to rely hea~ily on the existence of such
programs in ultimately proving its case regarding Contention 2, these programs
will not support the grant of its present motion.

b.

GSU's Assertion That Financially Troubled Reactors Have Been Operated
Safely in the Past

GSU cites experiences at the Seabrook and Palo Verde nuclear reactors for
the proposition that River Bend' s financial. difficulties will not impair· health
and safety. As GSU points out, the NRC had allowed those facilities to operate
while the owner(s) were in Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Cajun responds that GSU
should not be allowed to rely on the experience of Palo Verde and Seabrook
reactors since their situations may differ from River Bend's. It points out in this
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regard that those reactors did not have to experience plant shutdown.7 Cajun also
emphasizes that GSU's rationale dqes not address the material issue of funding
for shutdown or d~commissioning. Caju~ Response to GSU at 11~12, 15. ·
Aside from listing the Palo Verde and Seabrook bankruptcies, GSU has
suppli~ very little information concer.ning the situations of the owners and
operators of those utilities _or the u~derlying situations involving the reactors.
Certainly, the treatment at those facilities was dependent, at least in part, on the
factual situations involved for each. B"ecause there is insufficient informatio'1
here for us to ·make meaningful comparisons on which to base summary
disposition, GSU has failed to carry its' burden. of establishing all material
facts. National Association of Government Employees v. Campbell, 593 F.2d
1023, 1027 (D.C. Cir. 1978). ~foreover, comparing those situations with River
Bend could involve factual disputes for which summary disposition would be
i~appropriate.

c.

GSU's Assertion Thai Sufficient.Funding/or Safety Will Be Supplied by
Bankruptcy. Cou,rts

GSU and Staff contend that if GSU is forced to declare bankruptcy, a
bankruptcy court will ensure that River. Bend reeeives sufficient funding to
ensure safety. For support, they cite various bankruptcy regulati_ons and court
ca8es which they contend establish that bankruptcy courts will .protect the public
interest. GSU Motion at -29-31; Staff Response ·in Support of GSU at 6-7.
Cajun's primary argument in opposition.to summary disposition,is that GSU has
not supplied enough information to establish that a bankruptcy court would or
could supply sufficient funding to s;1fely operate, shut down, and decommission
River Bend. Cajun Answer to GSO at 11; 15-16.. Cajun also attempts to
discredit reliance on bankniptcy courts by citing past Staff and· Commission
concerns about the bankruptcy process. Cajun's Response to Staff at 10-12.8 ·
Based on the record before us, the Board concludes that the question of
whether b_ankruptcy courts will adequately fund nuclear facilities to ensure safety
is a disputed factual question for which summary disposition is inappropriate.

The Board also notes that for Palo Verde, El Paso Narural Gas wa5 neither the operaior nor a principal owner
of the Palo Verde units.
·
.
·
. ·
8For ewnple, Cajlllicites ihe hisrory of 10 C.F.R. § SO.S4(cc) requiring licensees io·ncitify Regional Administrators
following petilions for bankruptcy. According to Cajun, the Commission; in promulgaling !he notificalion
requirenients for this regulation. was concerned Iha! ~a licensee who is experiencing severe economic hardship.
may not be capable of carrying out .licensed activilies in a man~ that protects public healtli and safety" and
Iha! "financial difficulties also can result [from bankruptcy] in problems affecling the licenset:'s waste disposal
activities" (SI Fed. Reg. 22,S31 (1986). Cajun also cites a statement in a SECY paper for Proposed Rulemaking
on lhc Potential Impact on Safety of Power Reactor Licensee Ownership Arrangements. In that paper, .Staff
reponed IQ tile Co1111!1ission that "ii is not cl~ar how 11\e Bankruptcy Court will treat [El Paso's] operational and
decnnimissioning obligations vis-a-vi~ _obligations to other creditors • • • ." (SECY-93-07S at 3 (Mar. 24, 1993)).
7
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· Even if, as a matter of law, bankruptcy courts are legally required to favor a
non-utility licensee operator of a nuclear reactor over a utility's other creditors,
a principle that has not been established by the pleadings in this proceeding,
factual questions would exist about.whether sufficient funds would be available
to the courts fot necessary reactor expenses.

d.

GSU's Assertion That There ls No Safety Concern Because
. River Berni Will Be Safely Shut Down if EOI Lacks Sufficient
·Funds for Its Operation

GSU and the Staff assert that no link exists between the financial qualifications of licensees and the safety of the nuclear reactors they operate. They base
this assertion on the exemption in IO C.F.R. § 50.33(f) excusing electric utilities
from financial qualification requirements at the operating license stage. In allowing that exemption, the Commission employed the rationale that an electric
safely operate and then shut down a nuclear reactor if funds beutility
come insufficient According to the Commission, this safety will be ensured by
funding that a regulated utility can obtain through their regulator's ratemaking
process. 49 Fed. Reg. 35,747, 35,749 (Sept. 12, 1984); GSU Motion at 32-33;
Staff Response at 4-5.
GSU previously ma~e this same "safe .shutdown" claim at the intervention
phase of this proceeding. What GSU wanted then, and requests now; is that EOI
be treated in the same way as an electric utility is treated under the Commission's
financial qualifications rule so that it can be presumed that a lack· of EOl funding
will not ad".ersely affect River Bend's safety. In the alternative, GSU appears
to be asking that its financial qualifications, and not EOl's, be an issue in this
proceeding. In either case, what GSU requests is that EOI be exempted from
·
·
the Commission's financial qualifications rule.
The Board and the Commission rejected these GSU arguments at the intervention stage. As the· Board then stated, section 50.33(f) requires applicants
for operating 1icens~s to demonstrate that they possess reaso.nable assurance of
obtaining funds necessary to cover estimated operation costs for the period of
the licenses. Although electric utilities were exempted (with certain exceptions)
in 1984 from these financial disclosure requirements! the Board found that this
- ex.emption does not apply to EOI because EOI is not an electric utility as defined by IO C.F.R. § 2.4 (1994). LBP-94-3, 39 NRC at 39, 42. Therefore, we
concluded )n this earlier decision tbat EOI is bound by section .50.33(f) and
t{lat ~ "safe shutdown" presumption for River Bend is not appropriate. Id. On
appeal, the Commission also declared that: .

will

We cannot accept GSU's conclusion that "[t]he financial qualifi~ion of EOI is not at
issue· in this proceeding." GSU Appeal Brief at 32-33. Our regulations make EOl's financial
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qualification an issue. Seep. 48, supra. GSU's arguments simply fail to recognize that EOI
as the new operator is subject to the financial qualifications rule, and that the reliability of
funding for River Bend's operations has been placed into question. Cajun's contention and
its bases bear directly on whether the Commission's regulations are satisfied.

CLI-94- IO, 40 NRC at 52.
Safety considerations are the heart of the financial qualifications rule. Both
the Commission's and Board's intervention decisions stressed that non-utility
applicants for operating licenses must be required to demonstrate adequate financial qualifications before operating a facility. The Board reasoned that insuftfoient funding could cause licensees to cut corners on operatirig or maintenance
expenses and that even during shutdown there are accident risks associated with
a nuclear reactor. LBP-94-3, 39 NRC at 39. The Commission decision likewise
stated that:
Commission regulations recognize that underfunding can affect plant safety. Under
10 C.F.R. § 50.33(f)(2), applicants - with the exception of electric utilities - seeking
to operate a facility must demonstrate that they possess or have reasonable assurance of
obtaining the funds necessary to cover estimated operation costs for the period of the license.
Behind the financial qualifications rule is a safety rationale. In drafting the original financial
qualifications rule (which did not exempt utilities), the Atomic Energy Commission "'must
have intuitively concluded that a licensee in financially straitened circumstance would be
under more pressure to commit safet)I violations or take safety "shortcuts" than one in good
financial shape.' " [Citation omitted].

CLI-94- IO, 40 NRC at 48.
GSU and Staff now would have us ignore these safety considerations, either
by allowing EOI an exemption from the rule or by looking only to GSU's
financial status and not to EOI's. We cannot do so. This Board is not authorized
to grant exemptions to NRC regulations or to acquiesce in arguments that would
result in circumvention of those regulations. Even if we had this authority,
we would not grant exemptions when important safety considerations are at
stake such as those underlying the financial qualifications rule. Nor would we
summarily grant an exemption where,. as here, expert witnesses disagree about
the safety effects.
Under these circumstances, EOI is not entitled to the "safe shutdown"
presumption granted to electric utilities in section 50.33(f). Because EOI is
not an electric utility, GSU cannot invoke the regulatory presumption that River
Bend be operated safely and then safely shut down in the event that it does not
receive sufficient funding. GSU's Summary Disposition Motion regarding this
request, therefore, must be denied.
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CONCLUSION
For all the foregoing reasons, we find that material issues of disputed fact
have been presented by Cajun as to whether River Bend will be safely operated,
shut down, and maintained during adverse financial conditions. Accordingly,
-GSU's Motion for Summary Disposition for Contention 2 is denied.
THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

B. Paul Cotter, Jr., Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Dr. Richard F. Cole _
ADMINiSTRATIVE JUDGE
Dr. Peter S. Lam
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Rockville, Maryland
June 15, 1995
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1.

PARTIES.

"You" and "your" refers to th_e individual. who is accessing the Database as provided below. If the
individual is accessing the Database in connection with his or her employment, the license and other
rights granted by this agreement apply only to the i~dividual, but both the individual and the
employer are liable for compliance with the individual's obligations under this agreement, including
payment terms.
"HeinOnlt" means.William S. Hein & Co., Inc., 2350 N. Forest Rd, Getzville, NY 14068.
2.

LICENSE

.

.

2.1 You are granted a personal, non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited license to access the online, electronic archive of journals· and other materials provided by HeinOnline (the "Database"}, and
to download or print any portion or portions of content of the Database ("Materials"}, primarily for
your own use, according to the terms of this Agreement. This license includes:
(a)

The right to electronically display Materials retrieved from the Database on your computer

terminal;
(b)

The right to download Materials by means of the download commands of the HeinOnline

website and to store a single copy of Materials in a machine-readable form on-your computer; and
(c)

The right to print Materials by means of the printing commands of the HeinOnline website

and to create a single print of Materials downloaded by means of the downloading commands of ,
the HeinOnline website.
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in order to obtain a printed .copy of one or more entire issues of such a publication or journal
subject to payment of any ~pplicable charge.
2.3 All right, title, and interest (including without limitation all copyrights and other
intellectual property rights) in the Database and Materials (in both print and machine-readable
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HeinOnline's rights and titles in and to the Database, nor assist or aid others to do so. You shall
indemnify and hold HeinOnline and its directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates, and
suppliers, including suppliers·of any portion of the Database; harmless from any ;:rnd claims, losses,
damages, and liabilities of any kind, including attorneys' fees and court costs, in connection with
your breach of this Section_ 2.3 or any provision of this agreement.
2.4 Additional or supplemental terms and conditions ("User Rules") may be imposed by
HeinOnline from time to time by posting on the HeinOnline website. Your use of the Database after
such posting will constitute acceptance of the User Rules:
3.

PAYMENT

You agree to make payment according to the price and payment

ar~angements provided for in the

preceding or subsequent steps of the process of using the HeinOnline website. If you did not or do
not complete those steps, then you will have no right to access or use the Database or Materials.
4.

ACCESS

You shall be responsible for all costs associated with establishing access to the Database, including
but not limited to any telecommunications or other charges Jn:iposed by carriers, proprietary
network operators and Internet access providers, or licenses for browser software, if any. You shall
also be responsible for all costs associated with printing Materials from the Database and for any
taxes relating to your use of the Database and Materials.
5.

REPRESENTATIONS AND LIMITED WARRANTY
'

.. ·

5.1 HeinOnline uses reasonable efforts to ensure that the journals and other materials contained in
the Database are complete and faithful replications of the print versions. HeinOnline makes no
representation or warranty, however, and expressly disclaims any liability, with respect to the
content of the Database or any Materials, including but not limited to errors or omissions contained
therein, libel, infringement of rights of publicity, privacy, trademark rights, moral rights, or disclosure
of confidential information.
5.2 OTHER THAN THE EXPRESS WARRANTIES STATED IN THIS SECTION, THE DATABASE IS PROVIDED
ON AN "AS IS"BASIS, AND HEINONLINE DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, CONDITIONS,
OR REPRESENTATIONS (EXPRESS, IMPLIED, ORAL OR WRITIEN), RELATING TO THE DATABASE OR
ANY PART THEREOF, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, COMPATIBILITY, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. HEINONLINE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR AND MAKES NO WARRANTIES
RESPECTING ANY HARM THAT MAY BE CAUSED BY THE TRANSMISSION OFA COMPUTER VIRUS,

WORM, TIME BOMB, LOGIC BOMB OR OTHER SUCH COMPUTER PROGRAM. HEINONLINE FURTHER
EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION TO AUTHORlZED USERS, OR TO ANY
THIRD PARTY.
5.3 HeinOnline shall not be liable for any loss, injury, claim, liability or damage of any kind resulting
from the unavailability of the Database,Jnterruption of the services provided hereunder, or arising
out of or in connection with your use of the Database or Materials.
6.

MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS -

6.1 This agreement shall b~ _interprete_d-and:construed according to, and governed by, the laws of
the State of New York or United States Federal law, as applicable, excluding any such laws that might
direct the application of the laws of another jurisdiction. The parties expressly exclude, if applicable,
the application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods.
6.2 Any controversy or claim-arising out of or relating to this Agreement or the breach
thereof, shall be settled by arbitration, including joint and/or consolidated arbitration where
practicable, conducted in English, in Buffalo, New York, in accordance with the Commercial
Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association.

-

6.3-Changes may be made to this agreement at any time by HeinOnline by means of posting
such changes in the version of this agreement that appears on the HeinOnline website. This
agreement, including any such changes to.this agreemen_t, apply so long as you maintain any print or
download copy of Materials.
6.4 You may not assign yo~r. rights or delete your obligations under this agreement to
anyone. HeinOnline may assign this agreement. 6.5 Any supplier of any portiop· of the Da~abase may enforce this agreement on its own
behalf as if it were directly a party to this agreement.
[END]

From: Chazell, Russell
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013-10:10 AM
To: Kirkwood, Sara
Subject: Question
Hi Sara,
I'd like to put CLl~88-10 in _the ADAMSreferencesj)ackage for the

FQ paper but can only find' it in

Hein. I can't find it in ADAMS already:~ '1s it ok to put a Hein document (which has a copyright on italthough I don't see how they can claim a copyright to something that belongs to the NRC) in
ADAMS?

.

.

Alternatively, is there someplace I can get the NRC. document itself other than copying it out of the
NRC Reporter?
Paper is moving forward - albeit slowly. Once we get the NCP addressed, I'll be sending it to OGC
for review.
Thanks!
Russ
Russell E. Chazell
Project Manager
NRO/DARR/APOB
T-6G01 (Office)
T-6E04M (Mail Stop)
301-415-5003
russell.chazell@nrc.gov
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CLl-88·10

Cite as 28 NAC 573 (1988)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
COMMISSIONERS:
Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
Kenneth M. Carr
Kenneth C. Rogers
James R. Curtiss

Docket Nos. 50-443-0L-1
50-444-0L-1
(Onslte Emergency Planning
and Safety Issues)

In the Matter of

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, et al.
(Seabrook Station, Units 1
and 2)

December 21, 1988

The Commission determines that reasonable assurance that $72.1 million
are available for decommissioning must be provided before licensing for lowpower testing and specifies acceptable means to provide such assurance. The
Commission denies petitions to waive its 1984 financial qualifications rule so as
to require a financial qualifications review and finding before low power, since,
with decommissioning expenses reasonably assured, there remain no significant
financial safety problems to address. The Commission holds that a Iow~power
testing license, restricted to specified power levels and duration, may be issued
after Applicants have satisfied Staff that all . decom~issioning terms of this
Decision have been met and any pending motion to litigate onsite e~ergency
planning issues has been resolved.
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ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SCOPE OF INFORMATION REQUESTED
FOR LICENSING (FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS)
F1NANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS:
LOW-POWER LICENSE:
F1NANCIAL ISSUE:

APPLICABLE STANDARD

STANDARD FOR ISSUANCE

FUNDING FUTURE COSTS

OPERATING LICENSE(S): LOW-POWER LICENSE
(PREREQUISITE FINDINGS); DECOMMISSIONING (FUNDING)
Reasonable assurance that funds are available for decommissioning must be
provided for a sum of $72.1 million before licensing for low-power testing.
Assurance in the form of a prepaid external account, surety, or other guarantee
method would be acceptable. Also acceptable here is Applicants' .proffered
plan to fund, before receipt of a low-power license, a separate and segregated
account held by its disbursing agent, provided that applicants comply with certain
specified additional conditions.

EMERGENCY PLAN(S):
ISSUANCE)

LOW-POWER LICENSE (STANDARD FOR

F1NANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS:

APPLICABLE STANDARD

OPERATING LICENSE(S): DECOMMISSIONING (FUNDING);
LOW-POWER LICENSE (PREREQUISITE FINDINGS)
With decommissioning expenses reasonably assured, there were no remaining
significant financial safety problems that needed a rule waiver to be resolved.
Thus, a waiver of the 1984 financial qualifications rule so as to require a financial
qualifications review and finding before low power was unnecessary.

EMERGENCY PLANNING:
LITIGATE)

CONTENTIONS (OPPORTUNITY TO

OPERATING LICENSE(S): DECOMMISSIONING (FUNDING);
LOW-POWER LICENSE (PREREQUISITE FINDINGS)
A low-power license can be issued after the Applicants have satisfied Staff
that all decommissioning terms of this Decision have .been met, subject to
the following qualifications: '(1) the license should be conditioned to allow
Seabrook Unit 1 to operate at power levels not in excess of 5% and should
permit no more than 0.75 effective full-power hours of such operation without
additional Commission approval; (2) before a low-power license could be issued,
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the Licensing Board must have resolved the pending motion to litigate additional
·· onsite emergency planning issues and any litigation before it on such additional
onsite issues; and (3) to accommodate any party that might wish to seek a stay,
a low-power license could not issue until 10 days after notice by Staff that the
decommissioning funding terms of this Decision had been satisfied or issuance of
the Licensing Board decision disposing of additional onsite emergency planning
issues, whichever should later occur.
· FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS:
CONCERNS

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY

OPERATING LICENSE(S): DECOMMISSIONING (FUNDING);
HEALTH AND SAFETY REGULATIONS (LOW POWER);
LOW-POWER LICENSE (PREREQUISITE FINDINGS)

The decommissioning rule does not apply here. The hypothesized circumstances - !ow-power testing not followed by commercial operation - were not
considered or contemplated in the decommissioning rulemaking. Notwithstanding, the Commission recognized and affirmed that the safety concern underlying
the rule that there be adequate funds available for safe and timely decommissioning was fully applicable to this case.
ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SCOPE OF INFORMATION REQUESTED
(FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS)
FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS:

APPLICABLE STANDARDS

OPERATING LICENSE(S): DECOMMISSIONING (FUNDING);
· DISPOSAL OF SPENT FUEL; LOW-POWER LICENSE
(PREREQUISITE FINDINGS)

The Commission had not determined that decommissioning would be required after low power but simply that in these unique circumstances financial
protections should be in place to provide reasonable assurance of the availability
of funds should commercial operation not occur. Thus the Commission did not
require the details of the low-level waste disposal sites and disposal fees so long
as the proposed plan contains reasonable cost estimates for these matters.
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ATOMIC ENERGY ACT:

LICENSING STANDARDS

OPERATING LICENSE(S): DECOMMISSIONING (FUNDING);
LOW ·POWER LICENSE (PREREQUISITE FINDINGS)

The plan for decommissioning Seabrook after low power need not be a final
plan. Nonetheless, the plan must contain the essential elements sufficient to
ensure that a reasonable estimate of decommissioning costs could be made.
ATOMIC ENERGY ACT:

LICENSING STANDARDS

OPERATING LICENSE(S):

DISPOSAL OF SPENT FUEL

Applicants' plan to ship spent fuel abroad for reprocessing was speculative
and therefore not a reasonable basis ·for cost estimation.
ATOMIC ENERGY ACT:

WASTE DISPOSAL

NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACT:
SPENT FUEL
OPERATING LICENSE(S):

FUNDING FOR DISPOSAL OF

DISPOSAL OF SPENT FUEL

Since the record contained no estimate of when a disposal site would be
available, and since the Commission's Waste Confidence Decision estimated
that a repository would be available for waste emplacement during the period
2007-2026, a reasonable estimate of when the repository could accept Seabrook
spent fuel would be in the mid-range of these dates.
APPEAL BOARD(S):

STANDARD OF REVIEW

OPERATING LICENSE PROCEEDINGS:
QUALIFICATIONS
RULES OF PRACTICE:

FINANCIAL

WAIVER OF RULES OR REGULATIONS

The Commission held that ALAB-895, 28 NRC 7 (1988), was clearly correct
that a showing that a rate commission would not allow rate recovery of the cost
of operation cannot be the only permissible ground for waiver of the 1984
financial qualifications rule.
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APPEAL BOARD(S):

STANDARD OF REVIEW

RULES OF PRACTICE:

WAIVER OF RULES OR REGULATIONS

Special circumstances are present only if the petition properly pleads one or
more facts, not common to a large class of applicants or facilities, that were
not considered either explicitly or by necessary implication in the proceeding
leading to the rule sought to be waived. Only with such a construction of
the terms "special circumstances" is there assurance that safety matters will
not be ignored. Safety matters will be examined either by rulemaking or in
licensing adjudication, at least for the purpose of determining their materiality
and threshold safety significance.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

WAIVER OF RULES OR REGULATIONS

A rule waiver petition under 10 C.F.R. §2.758 ought not to be certified
unless the petition and other allowed papers incilc~te·that a waiver is necessary
to address, on the merits, a significant safety problem related to the rule sought
to be waived. It would not be consistent with the Commission's statutorily
mandated responsibilities to spend time and resources on matters that are of no
substantive regulatory significance.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

WAIVER OF RULES OR REGULATIONS

FINANCIAL QUALIFlCATIONS: APPLICABLE STANDARDS;
PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY CONCERNS
OPERATING LICENSE(S):
(LOW POWER)

HEALTII AND SAFETY REGULATIONS

The PSNH bankruptcy, anti-CWIP statute, and delay or cessation of project
payments by minority owners all present special circumstances, not considered
when the 1984 waiver rule was adopted, and these circumstances, at least
considered together, undercut the rationale of the 1984 rule. However, no
significant safety problem was posed that needed a waiver to address the problem
on its merits.
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FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS: APPLICABLE STANDARD;
PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY CONCERNS
OPERATING LICENSE HEARING:
(FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS)

ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION

The reason for conducting a financial qualifications review and requiring a
finding of financial qualification was solely to provide some added assurance
that a licensee would not, because of financial difficulties, be under pressure to
take some safety shortcuts.

NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACT:
SPENT FUEL

FUNDING FOR DISPOSAL OF

OPERATING LICENSE(S): DECOMMISSIONING (FUNDING);
DISPOSAL OF SPENT FUEL
The decommissioning rule excluded spent fuel costs from decommissioning
expenses and classified them as operating expenses not because of a lack of
safety significance but in reliance on fees and funding for spent fuel disposal
required under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. ·

NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACT:
SPENT FUEL

FUNDING FOR DISPOSAL OF

OPERATING LICENSE(S): DECOMMISSIONING (FUNDING);
DISPOSAL OF SPENT FUEL
An evaluation of Applicants' plan ca., only fall back on the assumption that
underlies the decommissioning rule that spent fuel will be stored on site until it
can be shipped to a repository for disposal.

OPERATING LICENSE(S):

DECOMMISSIONING (FUNDING)

There is no disagreement that the duration of operations significantly affects
the extent of irradiation and thus decommissioning costs.

OPERATING LICENSE(S):

DECOMMISSIONING (FUNDING)

It would be unduly onerous to require a totally prepaid external account
beyond Applicants' control at this stage for so large a sum. Indeed, no similar
requirement has been placed on any other licensee, and there are other means
to provide reasonable assurance in the unique circumstances of this case.
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ATOMIC ENERGY ACT:

GRANDFATHERING CLAUSE

LICENSING DECISIONS:

SCOPE

OPERATING LICENSE(S): · LOW-POWER LICENSE (FUEL
LOADING AND PRECRITICALITY TESTING)
REGULATIONS:

INTERPRETATION

The Commission does not reach the question whether the rationale for the
rule's "grandfathering" of holders of a license in 10 C.F.R. § S0.33(k)(2) would
apply to the license to load fuel.

DECISION
I.

SUMMARY

The Commission decides today all of the pending financial qualification
questions that have been brought for its consideration in Seabrook. These
questions have included matters of first impression presented in unprecedented
factual ciicumstances. The Commission's lengthy deliberations have led it tQ
a clear course that protects the health and safety of the public and allows this
complicated litigation over financial qualifications for low-power testing to come
to a close.
The Commission has determined, as will be explained more fully below,
that reasonable assurance that funds are available for decommissioning must
be provided for a sum of $72.1 million before licensing for low-power testing.
Financial assurance for this amount in the form of a prepaid external account,
surety, or other guarantee method would be acceptable. But, for reasons that are
detailed below, the Commission will also accept Applicants' proffered plan to
fund, before receipt of alicense for low-power testing, a separate and segregated
account held by its Disbursing Agent provided that the amount shall be $72.1
million rather than the $21.l million suggested by Applicants, and provided
further that no fewer than two of the Applicants, whose financial health has
not here been called in question and who own substantial shares of Seabrook,
shall each jointly and severally guarantee to make up any deficiency in the fund
caused by disbursements for a nondecommissioning expense.
The Commission also has before it petitions to waive the Commission's 1984
financial qualifications rule so as to require a financial qualifications review and
finding before low power. The Commission finds that with decommissioning
expenses reasonably assured, as specified above, there are no remaining significant financial safety problems that need to be addressed. Since a rule waiver
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is not needed to resolve any significant safety problem, the waiver petitions are
denied.
A low-power testing license may be issued by the Director of the Office
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation after the Applicants have satisfied Staff that all
the decommissioning terms of this Decision are met, subject to the following
qualifications. The license shall be conditioned to allow Seabrook Unit 1 to
operate at power levels not in excess of 5% and shall permit no more than 0.75
effective full-power hours of such operation without additional Commission
approval. In addition, before a low-power license may be issued, the Licensing
Board must have resolved the pending motion to litigate additional onsite
emergency planning issues and any litigation before it on such additional onsite
issues. ~inally, to accommodate any party that might wish to seek a stay,
a low-power license may not issue until 10 days after notice by Staff to the
Commission that the decommissioning funding terms of this Decision have been
satisfied or issuance of the Licensing Board decision disposing of additional
onsite emergency planning issues, whichever event shall later occur, but in any
event not before January 6, 1989. Any motions for a stay or other relief from
this older shall be brought to the Commission itself.
II.

A.

THE

DECO~SSIONING

DECISION

Background

In ALAB-895, 28 NRC 7 (1988), the Appeal Board certified to the Commission a petition for waiver of the Commission's financial qualifications rules so
as to require a review and finding whether the Applicants for a license to operate
Seabrook Station (Applicants) are financially qualified to operate at low power.
While the certification was pending, the Commission's final decommissioning
rule became effective on July 27, 1988.1 That rule established a regulatory
frameworlc for the purpose of establ!shing reasonable assurance that, at the time
of termination of reactor operations, adequate funds would be available for safe
and timely decommissioning. In light of the rule and the potential significance
of the decommissioning financial assurance question, the Commission decided
sua sponte to give initial consideration to the decommissioning issue and so
advised the parties by order of September 22, 1988. CLI-88-7, 28 NRC Zll
(1988).

1 53 Fed. Reg. 24,018 (June Z/, 1988).
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. B. The Requirements Established by CLI-88-7

In CLI-88-7 the Commission stated its belief that the reasoning of the
decommissioning rule
when applied to !he unique and unusual circumstances of !his 'case, requires !hat before
low power may be authori:t.ed, Applicanis provide reasonable assurance that adequate fimds
will be available so that safe deconunissioning will be reasonably as:;wed in !he event !hat
low-power operation has occurred and a full~power license is not granted for Seabrook
Unit 1.

28 NRC at 273. In that light, the Commission required Applicants to provide
the basis on which a finding of such assurance might be made. Specifically,
Applicants were to provide adequate documentation of their funding plan and
appropriate commitments under that plan to support such a finding. The
Commission also noted that the Seabrook record is closed for the consideration
of new issues, but. offered the parties an opportunity to move for reopening
and to submit new contentions, and offered a subsequent opportunity for parties
to file oppositions to such motions. the Commission said that it intended to
resolve the matter on an expedited basis.
C.

Responses to CLI-88-7

I.

The Applicants' Submittal

Under cover letter dated October 20, 1988, the Applicants provided a
notebook entitled ''The Plan in Response to NRC Order CLI-88-7" (the Plan).
The Plan contains Applicants' analysis of the steps necessary to decommission
Seabrook in the event low-power testing llas occurred and a full-power license
is not granted (hereafter "the hypothesized· circumstances"). The cover letter2
summarizes the analysis, concludes that the necessary sum is $21.1 million,
and provides the Applicants' discussion of its plan to fund decommissioning.
No separate evidence of commitments under that plan was filed. However,
the Applicants acknowledged their decommissioning responsibility, specifically
stating that the joint owners were severally liable for decommissioning expenses
under the joint owners agreement The Applicants also told the Commission
that they had voted to establish a separate and segregated "Pre-operation
Decommissioning Account" in the control of a Disbursing Agent for the sole
purpose of defraying expenditures incurred in implementing the plan and to fund

2 1.dtc:r :Uan Edwald A. Brown, Pzcsident -1td Olicf Eii:cculivc Oflia: of Public Service Company of N11w
Hampshllc (PSNH) to NRC, October 20, 1988, at 5 (hcrcaftcr October 20 Lcue:r). PSNH is 1hc lead applicant in
!his licensing p:occcding.
.
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that account promptly on issuance of a Commission order requiring them to do
so. October 20 Letter at 7-10.
The Applicants' breakdown of the costs (in millions) includes:
Staff Operating and Decontamination Expense

$9.99

Dismantlement, Packaging, Shipment, and Disposal of
Reactor Vessel and Internals

$4.79

NRC Fees and Insurance

$4.96

Contingency

$1.36
TOTAL

$21.10

Id. at 5.
Certain assumptions by the Applicants are key to the $21 million figure. We
note particularly,two assumptions: (1) that total low-power testing will be the
equivalent of 0.75 of 1 effective full-power hour and (2) that the cost of spent
fuel shipping, reprocessing, and disposal of any associated high-level waste was
not required to be included. It is to be noted, however, that shipment to Europe
for reprocessing was included in the plan and provides the basis for certain
conclusions of the plan.

2.

Positions of the Parties

a. lntervenors
On November 2, 1988, the Massachusetts Attorney General (MassAG), the
New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution (NECNP), ~e Seacoast AntiPollution League (SAPL), and the Town of Hampton {TOH) separately moved
for reopening and admission of contentions related to decommissioning.
MassAG also moved to reopen on financial qualifications and to admit a contention related to availability of funds to meet costs of spent fuel disposal. The
titles of the motions are set forth in the margin.3

3 Molion Of Massachuscus Auome:y General James M. Shannon Under 10 c.F.R. § 2.734 to Reopen the Rcc:ord
to Calsider Evidence Concmning the Joint Applicants' Decommissioning Plan for the Seabrook Nuclear Power
S1ation and to Admit the Auached Late Filed Con1e11ticas Concc:ming Said Dccommissiating Plan, incorpo:rating
by :n:f=ncc MassAG's Petition under§ 2.758 for a Waiver or an Exception from the Public Utility Exemption from
the Rcquimncnt Of a Demonst:ratioa of Financial Qualification. Town of Hampton Molion to Admit Late-Filed
Contention and Reopen the Record on Applicants' Financial Qualification to Dccanmission Seabrook Slation;
New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution's Contentions on Applicants' Decommissioning Plan, Motion for Slay
of Low Power Operation, and Motion to Reopen the Record; and Seacoast Anti-Pollution League's Contenti!XlS
on Applicants' Plan in Response to NRC Order CU-88-7.
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Each of the four Intervenors dispute that $21 million is a sufficient sum
and argue some or all of the following: that it is deficient because Applicants
have not complied with the provisions of the decommissioning rule; it fails
to include adequate sums to cover the costs of low-level waste, spent fuel
storage, spent fuel disposal, and other contingencies; and it is inadequate because
the Applicants have not reasonably evaluated the decommissioning tasks to be
completed and have relied on unrealistic assumptions. Moreover, they assert
that the assurance of funding is inadequate because the assurances provided
are speculative in nature and rely on good-faith promises and internal funds
contrary to the Commission•s decommissioning rule. However, in the main,
the Jntervenors rely on legal argument and argument based on undisputed facts,
such as Public Service Company of New Hampshire•s (PSNH•s) bankruptcy.
yery little by way of expert testimony was offered to refute Applicants• plan.
b. Applicants and Staff,

The Applicants and Staff each .filed in opposition to all of the Intervenors•
motions.4 Applicants• short answer was that even assuming the contentions had
merit, and that the Applicants were short of funds to decommission the facility
after low-power testing, there will not be any present threat to the health and
safety of the public. They concluded that the motions could not therefore present
a significant safety question and that all of them must fail for noncompliance ·
with 10 C.F.R. § 2.734. Applicants• Response at 8. Applicants also ascribed to
Intervenors a fundamental misunderstanding that the Commission wanted from
them at this time a final decommissioning plan under the decommissioning rule,
10 C.F.R. § 50.82.
The Staff also maintained that Intervenors erred in relying on the rule, but
unlike Applicants the Staff chose to address the merits of the plan by affidavits
that supported the Applicants• $21 million figure. However, unlike Applicants,
Staff suggested that the irradiated fuel (spent fuel) would not be reprocessed
in Europe but rather could be sold to another domestic utility for use in a
commercial nuclear power reactor.

4 Applicants' Response IO Motions IO Reopen lhe Record IO Ccmidcr Financial Qualilic;alion Issues Prior to.
Pcnniuing Low Power Opctations, Nov. 14, 1988 (Applicants' Response); NRC Staff Response IO Intcrvcnois'
Mo!ioos IORcopen Record and Admit Late-Filed °"°mmissioning Contcnlioos, Nov. 16, 1988 (Staff's R~nsc).
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c. Other Papers

Additional papers not directly authorized by the Commission have also been
filed. 5 The Commission has considered all of these papers. In particular, the
motion to accept the reply of the MassAG with accompanying affidavits is
granted in light of the Staff's response which supports the Applicants on bases
other than those put forward by the Applicants.
D.

Applicability of the Decommissioning Rule

Intervenors, other than SAPL, argue or assume that the decommissioning rule
is applicable and defines the terms of the Commission's order. SAPL, on the
other hand, rea~ CLI-88-7 as creating a decommissioning funding requirement
outside the context of the decommissioning rule, although SAPL finds that the
rule provides requirements that are "generally applicable to a decommissioning
plan" and at least one rule provision that by its terms would be inapplicable.
Both Applicants and Staff argue that the decommissioning rule is not applicable. Applicants argue that the decommissioning rule is applicable only to
decommissioning in the context of an assumed period of routine full-power operation. Staff's position is that Applicants are already holders of a license and
therefore are not required to file anything under the rule until July 26, 1990, and
that the Commission therefore could not have intended that Applicants meet the
rule requirements now. See 10 C.F.R. § S0.33(k)(2).
We agree with Applicants and Staff that the decommissioning rule does not
apply here, although for somewhat different reasons. The decommissioning
rule was issued to ensure that at the conclusion of the lengthy period in which
reactors would be in commercial operation there would be funds available for
safe and timely decommissioning. The hypothesized circumstances addressed in
CLI-88-7 - low-power testing· not followed by commercial operation - were
not considered or contemplated in the decommissioning rulemaking. Thus the
rule does not directly apply to the Commission's requirements in CLI-88-7.
The Commission considered and created an exception from the rule for shutdown reactors while declining to except research reactors. See 53 Fed. Reg. at
24,027, 24,021(June27, 1988). And the Commission also specifically noted the

5They inc:lude Applicants' Siatcmcnt as io Status of Record as to PSNH Bankiuptcy, Novc:mbc:r 14, 1988;
Applic;anls' Advice to the Commissien, November 16, 1988; Motion of Musachuseus Auomi:y Gc:nczal J1111cs
M. Shannon far Leave to File a Do=ncnt Not AUlhariz:ed by the CClllJllission 's Rules of Pnctlcc, November
25, 1988, and Reply of Massachuselts Auomi:y Genczal James M. Shannon to the Filings of the Staff and the
Joint Applicanu in Response to hili November 2, 1988 Mot!OllS Under 10 C.F.R. § 2.734 to Reopen the Ream!,
November 25, 1988; Applicanl8' Response io Motion of Massachuscus Attorney General James M. Shannon for
Leave to File a Documcnt Not Authorized by the Commission's Rules of Pr.lctlcc, December 1, 1988; NRC Staff
Response to Massachusetts Attorney General's Request for Leave to File Reply to Rcspcnscs of Applicants and
NRC Staff, Dec. 1, 1988; and InlCIVcnor's Advice to the Commission, Dec. 14, 1988.
·
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financial difficulties of PSNH in its rule preamble and in that-aspect contemplated
PSNH's current financial difficulties. Id. at 24,032. But these considerations do
not require construction of the rule so as to apply to the circumstances of this
case. An examination of the rule reveals that it does not "fit" the hypothesized
circumstances. First, the rule contemplated a step-by-step decommissioning
funding assurance process over a long period of time with an initial certification
of funding, periodic updates, a preliminary decommissioning plan at or about S
years before projected end of. operations, and a decommissioning plan submitted
as part of the application for licensing termination. Here the hypothesized circumstances primarily present only a short-term problem, where the end of plant
life is hypothesized to be only months after the initiation of operations. Next,
the rule's formula which establishes the minimum sum required to be reasonably
assured before operation includes an adjustment factor for reactor power level
that is based on a substantial period of operation at full power. The minimum
amount specified in the formula has no technical relevance to a very limited
low-power testing. It is also significant that the rule permits accumulation of
the required minimum sum over a lengthy period, and that provision has no
relevance here. Thus the Commission concludes that the rule cannot reasonably
be construed to apply to the hypothesized circumstances here. However, before full-power commercial operation, Applicants are expected to comply with
applicable provisions of the rule.6
Notwithstanding its conclusion that the rule does not apply here, the Commission recognizes and affirms that the safety concern underlying the rule that
there be adequate funds available for safe and timely decommissioning is fully
applicable to this case. This concern was the impetus for the order in CLI-88-7.

E.

Scope of the Plan

Intervenors claim that the plan for decommissioning is inadequate because
it fails to include the designation of the waste disposal sites and disposal fees,7
comparisons of other decommissioning cost estimates,8 and specifics of the
transportation, storage, and final dispositions of spent fuel,9 such as would be
submitted in a final decommissioning plan.

6Tuc Staff takes the view that holdc:is of a license to load fuel should be considered liccnsc:cs far lhe pwposcs of
the dccanmls5ioning ni1e rcqul=cnta. On the other hand, even if they receive a low-powc:r licemc, Applicants
will still be "Applicants" for a full-power license. The Commission docs not IC&cb lhc qucslion whc:lhc:r lhc
:rationale for the role's "grandfalhcrlng" of holdc:is of a licmsc in 10 C.F.R §S0.33(k)(2) would mpply to the
license to load fuel.
7 81111, 11.g., NECNP Motion at 6, Contention 1, Basis b; TOH Motion at 2, Contention P-1, Basis A.
8E.g, MassAG Motion and Attac:bment - Contcntlon 1, Basis d
!I E.g., SAPL Motion at 9, Contcnlion DC-1, Basis 2.
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The Commission's order in CLI-88-7 did not require a.final decommissioning
plan. The Commission has not determined that decommissioning will be
required after low power but simply that in these unique circumstances financial
protections should be in place to provide reasonable assurance of the availability
of funds should commercial operation not occur. In that light the Commission
did not require or expect that the analysis of the costs of decommissioning would
include precise information of the kind that Intervenors seek. The Commission
expected approximate estimates of costs so that a reasonable minimum sum
could be determined and then adequate assurance provided for its availability.
Thus the Commission does not require the details of the low-level waste
disposal sites and disposal fees so long as the plan contains reasonable cost
estimates for these matters. Applicants have estimated these costs and included
them in their calculations. No contrary evidence has been offered. Richard
I. Smith, of Battelle Laboratories, has in a sworn letter provided by Staff
demonstrated that Applicants' low-level waste disposal cost estimate of $90
per cubic foot significantly exceeds his own estimate of approximately $60 per
cubic foot based on disposal at ·Barnwell.10
Nor has the Commission required comparative decommissioning cost studies
as a proof of reasonableness. The only requirement subsumed in the Commission's request is that the Applicants' estimate be a reasonable one.
However, the Commission agrees with Intervenors that reasonable estimates
of the costs of spent fuel disposal are required under CLI-88-7. Nowhere in
the decommissioning rule or its preamble is there a suggestion that adequate
funding for spent fuel disposal is not a safety issue, and 10 C.F.R. § 50.54(bb)
suggests to the contrary. The decommissioning rule excluded spent fuel costs
from decommissioning expenses and classified them as operating expenses not
because of a lack of safety significance but in reliance on fees and funding for
spent fuel disposal required under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. It
is unclear how Applicants' plan relates to the provisions of that Act, perhaps
because of the stated plans to ship the spent fuel abroad. u

-----,,

lO Sugge$1ions !hat the Applicants need at lhls stage calc:ulatc availabilities of disposal capacity under limitatillllS
by § S of lhe Low-Level Radioactive Wasic Policy Act ~ also off lhe mm. That section permits but
docs not require disposal sites to impose limits; moreover, then: is t:ansfmability of available capacity. Absent
any nidence that waste disposal is wavailable the Commission need not embalc on speculation of this nature.
11 Under § 302(b) of !hat Act, no license for "use" of a nuclear power zcactor may be issued unless lhe Applicants
have concluded ·an agreement with the Sccrcwy of Eiiczgy or tho Sccrcwy nolifies the NRq that good-faith
negotiations axe in progress. See a1st149 Fed. Reg. 34,688 (1984) (any new JCBctor opcraling license will RqUirc
that the licensee have a c:ontract in place with DOE for disposal of all spent fuel genemtcd). This :=ord does not
JCl!cct such an agRCmcnt or leUer.
im~cd
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F. Insufficiencies in Applicants' Plan

The Commission has found that the plan for decommissioning need not be a
final plan. Nonetheless, as Applicants recognize, the plan must contain essential
elements sufficient to ensure that a reasonable estimate of decommissioning
costs can be made. In addition to the scope questions discussed above, issues
have also been raised with respect to the reasonableness of the assumed plan
for disposal of spent fuel and also the duration of low-power testing or, stated
somewhat differently, the extent of irradiation.
1.

The Plan for Spent Fuel

The Commission finds that Applicants' plan to ship spent fuel abroad
for reprocessing is speculative and therefore not a reasonable basis for cost
estimation. The Commission agrees with Intervenors that the problems.with this
approach are many and significant, not the least of which is the possible return
of the reprocessing products to the United States and perhaps the Seabrook site.
The Staff has virtually ignored Applicants' plan in this regard and has itself
urged Commission approval on the basis of a plan whereby fuel would be sold
to another domestic power reactor operator. Staff says this plan would be "[a]
less expensive and more likely alternative."12 But Staff does not specifically say
that sale is reasonably likely, and Applicants say only that the Staff proposal
is "feasible" and have not adopted iL13 In any event, lntervenors have provided
some evidence of various factors that would make such a sale unlikely and note
that such a sale of already irradiated fuel for reuse in another domestic reactor
has never occmted.14
In these ciicumstances the Commission believes that the record before it
will not clearly support either shipment abroad or domestic sale.15 Given this,
an evaluation of Applicants' plan can only fall back on the assumption that
underlies the decommissioning rule that spent fuel will be stored on site until it
can be shipped to a repository for disposal. Table 2 of§ 3 of the plan shows that
costs associated with storing fuel on site after completion of decontamination
and removal of the reactor vessel and associated equipment are approximately
$110,000 per month, not including contingency. No evidence was offered to
(

12 Staff Respcmc, Affidavit of James C. Pctcism, PCler B. Erickson, and Laurence L Kopp in Response to Joint
In=vcnors' Dccommissiorqng Cmianiocs at 4).
13 Staff llludes to a IStllt.emcnt in m OCIObcr 28 lcuer from Edwml A. Bwwn as a "S1.lpplcmcnt" to lhe plan. Wr= ·
it such and htd Applican1S intended it as such, &imple fairness would have rcquiml so slating and an .Uowance ·
for In!l:lVCnors to JCSJIOlld.
·
14 Sec MassAG November 2S Respmsc. Affidavit of l'clcr M. Suauss at 2-3. See al$o Lcuct ofR. Hamson, lhc:n
President of PSNH, dated September 3, 1987, lhcrc cited.
15 The Commission might have :reached a diff=nt 1:0nclusion had Applicants submitted an affidavit from some
olhcr wility lhat it would tab lhe imdiatcd fuel
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(

dispute this estimate and thus we accept iL The record contains no estimate
of when a disposal site will be available. However, the Commission's Waste
Confidence Decision, reached after a lengthy proceeding entailing a public
hearing, estimated that a repository will be available for waste empl~ement
during the period 2007-2026. See 49 Fed. Reg. 34,658, Appendix§ 2.2 (Aug. 31,
1984). A reasonable estimate of when the _repository col,Jld accept Seabrook
spent fuel would be in the mid-range of these dates, since at this time it is
speculative to suppose that S~brook spent fuel would be either the first or the
last to arrive at the repository for disposal. Thus we conclude that the spent
fuel will need to be stored on site until around 2017, or for a period of about
·28 years.16
Next must be determined the amount that Applicants must set aside now
to generate $110,000 per month for the next 28 years to pay for spent fuel
storage. This is a relatively straightforward present-value annuity calculation,
· but depends on the real interest rate assumed. The real interest rate means the
amount of interest that can be obtained after inflation is taken into account.
Various analyses indicate that the historical real interest rate over many years
has averaged 2-3%, depending in part on what investments are considered (i.e.,
U.S. 'Ireasury securities or high-grade corporate bonds). Because real interest
rates have been above the 2-3% range in the past few years, a 3% rate is
used' here. Calculations using 3% indicate that an amount of approximately
$24,985,()()() would be needed to be set aside by Applicants today to yield
$110,000 per month for the next 28 years.17
'
The only evidence on record of the cost for disposal in the repository is $13
million (which does not include the costs of shipping and handling for which
the Commission has been given no ti.mire by any party). (See MassAG Waiver
Petition, Appendix X, Affidavit of Dale G. Bridenbaugh at 15 and Affidavit of
Peter Sttauss, cited supra note 14, at 3). Therefore the only reasonable estimate
of the costs for spent fuel storage and disposal based on the record before the
Commission is as follows:

16 Wc recognize in this rcgud that standard Depllilmcnt of Energy (DOE) =11Rc!s for acccpuncc of tillc l!ld
di5posll of spent fuel, cnlCrCd into pumiant to § 302 of lhc Nuclear Waste Policy Ac:t, gcnm!ly contempt.to an
culicr time for DOE ac:ccpllncc of lhc spent l:ilel. Ncvc:rthclcss, we have Chosen the mid·nngc of 2rH1 to 2026
because it appcazs c:onsc:mitivc and because the nnge is finnly roo(cd in 1 tulcmaking proc:ccding which was
conducted with cxtcn5ivc pilblic: puticipation. See 49 Fed. Reg. 34,658 (1984).
17 A dlscussion of n:al inlcn:st nlcs that wu put of the decommissioning tulemaking rcc:ord may be found in
~G-0584, Rev. 3, "Nsuring the AvaD.bility ofFimds for Dccommlssioning Nuclear Fac:ililim," at 21. Cited
at 53 Fed. Reg. 24,042.
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Onsite Storage: Discounted Value (at 3%) $110,000
a Month for 28 years

$24,985,000

Repository Disposal

$13,000,000
TOTAL

$37,985,000

2. Extent of l"adiation
Applicants recognize that their current estimate of the extent of inadiation is
significantly less than earlier estimates that they or the NRC Staff have made.
There is no disagreement that the dW'8tion of operations significantly affects the
extent of irradiation and thus the decommissioning costs. The only evidence
on the record is based on low-power testing limited to 0.75 effective full-power
hours, and Staff's affiants are cautious in qualifying all of their estimates as
based on the assumption of 0.75 effective fuli-power holll'l!.
In these circumstances the Commission can avoid further dispute by providing
that the low-power testing license be conditioned to allow no more than 0.75
effective full-power hours of operation without further Commission approval.
G.

Costs of Decommissioning

The sole remaining issue regarding decommissioning costs, on which there
appears to be some dispute, is the contingency factor selected for the plan.
Applicants selected a contingency figure of 7% which is different from the 25%
figure subsumed in the decommissioning rule; however, no explanation was
provided as a basis for that percentage. MassAG has challenged the 7% and
provided a factual basis for its disagreement and for the use of 25% from the
customary usage of "AIF, DOE, Battelle and most other utilities" as well as from
standard engineering practice.18 Neither Applicants nor the Staff responded to
this issue on the merits. Thus the Commission finds that the plan should include
a contingency factor of 25%. For conservatism, this contingency is applied to
the reactor decommissioning costs and spent fuel storage and disposal costs.
H.

Conclusion on Cost Total for Funding

In light of the foregoing, the Commission concludes that the total amount
required for decommissioning here, which includes spent fuel storage and
disposal, is $72.1 million, calculated as follows:

IS MassAG R~ Nov. 2, Affidavit of Peter M. Suauss at 5, IJ 8.
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(Amounts in Millions)
Reactor Decommissioning
Spent Fuel Storage
Spent Fuel Disposal
Contingency
TOTAL

I.

$19.7
$25.0
$13.0
$14.4
$72.1

Reasonable Assurance of Funding

Having established the sum, the Commission turns now to the means of
establishing reasonable assurance that funds are available in this amount. At
the outset we recognize the uncontroverted fact that PSNH, the joint owner
with the largest share of Seabrook, has entered Chapter 11 bankruptcy and
that uncertainty remain~ with respect to its reorganization or, theoretically,
liquidation. There is also no dispute that another joint owner, Massachusetts
Municipal Wholesale Electric Company (MMWEC) with an il.6% share, is not
contnbuting to project costs, and it appears that MMWEC caruiot reasonably be
counted on to make available voluntarily additional funds for decommissioning if
needed after low power.19 EUA Power Corporation (EUA), owner of 12.1324%,
is not currently generating operating revenues.20 There are also difficulties with
two other small-percentage owners. See discussion in Part m of this Decision.
In light of the above, Intervenots challenge the relevance of Applicants'
assertion that decommissioning costs are small compared with the joint net
revenues of the Applicants, since Applicant joint owners have agreed among
themselves only to several liability. Moreover, the record includes a showing of
some $320-$390 million of liabilities in the event of plant cancellation in the
hypothesized circumstances. October 20 Letter at 6.
While, in sum, approximately 60% of the ownership shares have been subject
to doubt with regard to their financial health or willingness to contribute further
financially to Seabrook, no evidence has been presented of any financial problems with respect to the rem~ing 40% ownership shares (the joint owners other
than PSNH, MMWEC, BUA, New Hampshire Electric Cooperative (NH Coop),
and Vermont Electric Generation and Transmission Cooperative (Vt. Coop)).

19 MMWEC's agm:ment with PSNH, which has not yet been formally presented to !he Commissiai by PSNH nnd
would in 111y event rcquito fwthcr appxovals before it bccanes efi'cclivc, :qncsents !hat :MMWEC agrees lhat in
!he event of canccllatiai before canm=ial opcntions MMWEC shall be liable far its shms of decommissioning
CCl61S and !he costs of cancellation (including property taxes l!Dd other payments) in an aggregate amount not
exceeding $10 million.
20 Applicants assezt lhat EVA has a Decommissioning Costs Security Agnoc:mmt into which $10 million of
sccurltics were deposited. It is unclear lll1 !he icoord whcdier payment is ICSCtVcd for decommissioning as it is
undcxstood by 1his Commission, or whcdier it would include broader cancc11ation costs.
·
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Clearly, the greatest assurance that funds would be available would be for
Applicants to provide the total amount, prior to low-power testing, by one of the
means authorized by the decommissioning rule (prepayment, external sinking
fund, smety, issuance, or other guarantee - see 10 C.F.R. § 50.75(e)(I)). This
would clearly obvmte all of Jntervenors' concerns since the money would be
required to be prepaid or guaranteed by third parties. However, the Commission
believes that it would be unduly onerous to require, for example, a totally
prepaid external account beyond Applicants' control at this stage for so large
a sum. Indeed, no similar requirement has been placed on any other reactor
licensee, and there are other means to provide reasonable assurance in the unique
circumstances of this case.
The Commission believes that the means chosen by the Applicants are
suitable provided that the following conditions are met. The separate and
segregated fund that Applicants will have created under the control of its Special
Disbursing Agent must be funded to the amount of $72.1 million before licensing
of low-power testing, and some of the large, financially secure joint owners
must have fully, jointly, and severany guaranteed to make up promptly any
deficiency in that amount that later occurs arising out of any payment other
than in satisfaction of a decommissioning liability as understood in this order.
We leave for Applicants to choose which joint owners shall participate in
this guarantee, except that the participants must include at least two of the
following utilities, the United Illuminating Company, the New England Power
Company, and Connecticut Light and Power Company, which have relatively
large ownership shares.
The foregoing requirement for a separate and segregated account in the
amount of $72.1 million shatl remain in place until Applicants receive a fullpower license in compliance with the decommissioning rule (see note 6, supra),
or until funds have been disbursed from the account for decommissioning
in the amount guaranteed or' decommissioning is completed, whichever shall
earlier occur. In this fashion, the availability of funds will be reasonably
assmed. The guarantee removes the relevancy of any uncertainty regarding
what the bankruptcy court will pennit or what claims against PSNH, MMWEC,
Vt Coop, and NH Coop might take priority as a legal matter or in time over
decommiSsioning costs.

J. ALARA and Related Issues
In various guises, for example SAPL's ALARA argument,21 Intervenors

have raised issues that in essence ask the Commission to ignore its rule
21 See SAPL's Coo!entions in Response to CU-88-7 at20, et seq. See also SAPL's assc:itioo of need fora NEPA
statcmc:11t for low power. Id.
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providing for issuance of low-power licenses prior to decisions on full power.
The short answer to these requests is that they are beyond the scope of the
decommissioning funding matters the Commission authorized to be addressed
pursuant to CLI-88-7.'12 Accordingly, the Commission summarily denies them.

K.

Motions to Reopen the Record for a Hearing

The record considered in this Decision includes all motions, responses, and
other documents referenced in this Decision on decommissioning. We need only
now address whether there is any need to reopen the record for an evidentiary
hearing. The Commission finds that this is not required as there is no remaining
genuine issue of material fact on any significant safety question related to ·
financial qualification for decommissioning following low-power operation.

m.
A.

PETITION FOR FINANCIAL QUALIF1CATIONS
RULE WAIVER

Background

Part II of this Decision resolves questions regarding the need for reasonable
assmance of adequate funds for decommissioning of Seabrook in the event
low-power operation has opcurred and a full-power license is not granted. This
resolves the most safety-sigilificant financial qualifications matter pending before
the Commission in this case. However, there remains the question whether one
of the Commission• s financial qualification rules should be waived. The rule
sought to be waived was issued in 1984 (49 Fed. Reg. 35,747) and upheld
on judicial review in Coalition for the Environment v. NRC. 795 F.2d 168
(D.C. Cir. 1986). It eliminates the need for case-by-case reviews of the financial
qualifications of electric utility operating license applicants. If the 1984 rule
were waived, the Commission's general financial qualifications reqllirements
would become applicable. The effect would be to require review and permit
litigation of Applicants' ability to pay the ordinary costs of low-power testing,~
decommissioning expenses aside.23 We deal with this rule waiver question below.
22 Thc: Commissiai. notes that the: dccommissiocing nll.c: docs embody an AJ.,ARA caicc:pt which ~ application of AI.ARA for ell steps in dccannllssioclng. Tur. Al.ARA caicc:pt has no mlc:vancc to dc4:omml.ssioning
funding.
.
23 Section SO.S7(a)(4) of 10 C.F.R; icquin:s gcnc:rally that an applicant be: "financially qualific:d to engage: in
the: activitiC5 alllhoi:i.zc:d by the: operating ]il:Ql&O ••••" The: nilc: goes Clll to except c:lcc:tlic utility applicants
from the: :requin:mcnt of a finding of financial qualification. It is this cxcc:ption which was addc:d in 1984, and
similar Cllllfonning cxcc:ptions, that is lhc slibjcel of the: waiver petitions. When the5c: pctitiom wc:ic lilc4,
the :nilCs requin:d that an applicant who mmt establish financial qualificatim lll1lSt also "submit informatiai th'at
dc:monst:atcs [it] possesses or has JASCJOablc: assumicc of obtaining the: funds necessary to =n:r. • • ·the estimated
.

(Catllbwed)
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Three parties to this proceeding, TOH, NECNP, and SAPL, filed on July
· 31, 1987, a petition to waive the Commission's 1984 financial qualifications
rule to the extent necessary to require PSNH to demonstrate, prior to low-power
operation, that it is financially qualified to operate the facility safely at low power
and to decommission after low power. The factual predicate for this petition
was PSNH's Form 8-K filing with the Securities & Exchange Commission in
which it said that it had instituted strict cash conservation measures and was
working to develop alternative financial plans. The filing stated that were an
adequate plan not placed in effect before the end of 1987. it would be "difficult,
if not impossible" for the company to avoid proceedings under the Bankruptcy
Code. See PSNH Form 8-K, Sheet 2, July 22, 1987, attached as Exhibit A to
the Petition.
The July 31 petition was opposed by Applicants and the Staff, and on
August 20, 1987, was denied by the Licensing Board. Among the chief stated
reasons for the denial were that the circumstance of impending bankruptcy was
speculative and that there was no suggestion that other "applicant-members of
the consortium are financially incapable of operating and safely maintaining the
facility.'' Memorandum and Order (unpublished}, August 20, 1987, at 10. The
Licensing Board's order was appealed, briefed, and argued before the Appeal
Board on December 8, 1987. On January 28, 1988, while the matter was
pending, what had been treated as speculative became realicy when PSNH filed
in bankruptcy. Using an opportunity provided by the Appeal Board, the same
parties filed an amended petition, and in- addition MassAG petitioned for a like
rule waiver and later filed three supplements to that petition.
In ALAB-895, supra, the Appeal Board decided that the MassAG had
established a prima facie case for a limited waiver of the rules. The Appeal
Board also decided in ALAB-895 that the other petitions for a waiver had failed
to make a prima facie showing and, therefore, dismissed them.
The Appeal Board discussed what the Commission had said in the 1984
rulemaking about the circumstances that would establish that a waiver would be
warranted. The Appeal Board recognized that the Commission had specified that
a waiver would be appropriate to review an electric utility applicant's financial
qualifications if it could be shown that a rate commission would not allow
recovery of the cost of operating. But the Appeal Board emphasized that the
Licensing Board had wrongly determined that this was the only means of making
the showing. The Appeal Board held that the example was merely illustrative.
This it found was clear from the context in which the Commission had used the
words "for example." The Appeal Board said that its conclusion was reinforced

c:05lS of pcmllllcntly &hutting the fac:ility down 111d mainWning it in a safe condition. • • • 10 c.F.R. § S0.33 (f)(2)
(1988); This fin111cial qualifications prorision spcc:ilic to c!ccommiWoning was deleted when the d~sioaing

rule became clfcctivc.

'
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by the Commission itself, in that the Commission had elsewhere provided yet
another example when it noted that a waiver would be appropriate if a nexus
between the safe operation of the facility and the applicant's ~nancial situation
were shown. 28 NRC at 17, citing 49 Fed. Reg. at 35,751.
According to the Appeal Board, however, the initial TOH, NECNP, and SAPL
petition failed because it relied on the lack of certain assurance of eventual
rate allowances for operations at low power due to the alleged likelihood that
Seabrook will never receive its full-power license and thus will not receive rate
approval of costs of operation. The Appeal Board said that speculation on the
full-power license was not warranted and in any event. reasonable assurance of
funding was all that was required. The Appeal Board further found that reliance
on the anti-CWIP law did not help Intervenors' case, because the anti-CWIP
law did not bar recovery of costs for low-power operation, but simply prevented
their recovery until full power, and moreover did not prevent other sources of
revenue from being applied to low power. Thus the Appeal Board found that
"absent a showing that the applicants have insufficient funds to cover the costs
of low-power operation, this statute does nothing to advance their cause." 28
NRC at 18.
In the supplemental petition the same Intervenors focused on the need for
a financial qualifications review to ensure that PSNH is qualified to operate
Seabrook safely at low power, but the Appeal Board found that this too failed
essentially because no showing had been made that the Applicants lacked
resources to operate at low power because of bankruptcy. 28 NRC at 19.
Turning to the MassAG's petition and supplements, the Appeal Board found
first that Staff's and Applicants' arguments that Applicants can recover lowpower costs at some indeterminate time in the future when Seabrook is operating.
commercially does not respond to the MassAG's issue that Applicants currently
lack sufficient funds to operate at low power safely. Initially MassAG relied on
the unwillingness of other owners to be responsible beyond their own share for
any costs. However, the Appeal Board held that MassAG only sueceeded in
meeting its burden to show without speculation that cunent funds were lacking
when he asserted that MMWEC, an approximately 11.6% Seabrook owner, had
halted its monthly pro rata share payments. 28 NRC at 20-26.
In sum, the Appeal Board found that in order to establish a prima facie case
for a waiver, the MassAG needed to, and did to a limited extent. establish that
Applicants lacked sufficient funds to operate safely at low power. The Appeal
Board recognized that various possibilities could alter the situation, e.g., ·that
other joint owners could meet the shortfall or MMWEC·could change its mind.
But. the Appeal Board said, just as the prima facie case could not be made by
speculation, it could not be defeated by speculation.
The Commission promptly established a briefing schedule in response to
ALAB-895. Among other things, the Commission specifically invited Appli594
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cants and Staff to address any matters that they wished the Commission to
consider in reviewing the Appeal Board's finding on the MassAG's petition and
deciding whether a waiver is appropriate. Other parties were given an opportunity to reply. The briefing period concluded on August 2, 1988.
Intervenors TOH, NECNP, and SAPL have also timely petitioned the Commission for review of ALAB-895. They maintain that the Appeal Board misperceived the standard that applies to waiver of the rule. In addition, MassAG wrote
to state on the record that he agreed with the other Intervenors that the Appeal
Board opinion contained error, but did not appeal since the Appeal Board had
found that his petition made a prima facie case for waiver,7"4

B.

Analysis and Decision

As noted above, the Commission has before it both the Appeal Board's
limited finding of a pr/maf acie case for rule waiver premised on the cessation of
project payments by one of the minority joint owners, MMWEC, and the petition
for review of ALAB-895 by TOH, NECNP, and SAPL. We also take note of
MassAG's assertion of error in ALAB-895. To reduce procedural complexity
and to provide for a comprehensive resolution of the rule waiver issue, we will
address all of the principal grounds asserted for a rule waiver: the bankruptcy .
of PSNH; the State of New Hampshire's anti-CWIP statute, and the MMWEC
shortfall. We take account also of the undisputed fact that two of the smaller
joint owners, Vt Coop and NH Coop, are also behind in their project payments.

1.

Grounds for Rule Waiver

a. The Waiver Rule
Rule waivers are addressed specifically in 10 CF.R. § 2.758. Under this
provision:
The sole ground for petition for waiver or exception shall be !hat special circumstances wilh
respect to !he subject matter • • • are such that application of the rule • • • would not serve
!he purposes for which the rule or regulation was adopted • • • • ['The petitioner] shall set
forth wilh particularity !he special circumstances alleged to justify !he waiver or exception
requested.

No case has been cited where the Commission has waived a rule under this
section, nor are we aware of any. In Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island
Nuclear Station, Unit 1), CLI-80-16, 11NRC674 (1980), the Commission took
24 We have aho consid=d MassAG's Fowlh Supplement to Pelitlon for Waiver, dated September 15, 1!188, and
lhe :rclc:vant papc:s rcfcrc11ccd at supra no!e 5.
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up a Licensing Board certification that a prima facie case for waiver of 10
C.F.R. § 50.44 had been made under § 2.758, but the Commission rejected the
certification. The Commission stated that waiver was inappropriate because
the petition presented no "special circumstances" peculiar to the case, but
rather presented generic questions common to all light-water power reactors
and best resolved by rulemaking. That decision is of limited usefulness to us
here because, as will be discussed below, the special circumstances asserted as
groUJlds for waiver here do not present generic questions.
The only other significant Commission discussion of § 2.758 appears in the
1985 rulemaking on the standards for specific exemptions in 10 C.F.R. § 50.12.
At that time we said that special circumstances as those terms would be applied
in § 50.12 would be consistent with the considerations the Commission expected
parties to address in applying § 2.758. The rule in § 50.12 establishes that
there is a special circumstance whenever, among other things, "[a]pplication of
the regulation in the particular circumstances would not serve the underlying
purpose of tlle rule •••" (10 CF.R. § S0.12(a)(2)(ii)), or "[t]here is present
any other material circumstance not considered when the regulation was adopted
for which it would be in the public interest to grant an exemption" (IO
C.F.R. § 50.12(a)(2)(vi)). ·
Thus, while we take account of what we said in the § 50.12 rulemaking, the
matter before us is essentially one of first impression. We must construe and
apply our regulations in a manner that is in accord with public health and safety
and general administrative law principles.
b. The Meaning of "Special Circumstances"

The Appeal Board was clearly correct in ALAB-895 when it held that a
showing that a rate commission would not allow rate recovery of the ·Cost of
operation cannot be the only ground for waiver. The 1984 financial qualifications
rulemaking is absolutely clear that this circumstance was offered for illustrative
purpose only and arguments to the contrary by Applicants and Staff border
on the frivolous. Moreover, even if we were to accept the proposition that
what was once considered illustrative m~t now be taken as exclusive, this does
not necessarily lead to denial of the waiver requests, because the anti-CWIP
statute leads here to a circumstance that appears to fit the example cited in
the rulemaking. Under anti-CWIP, the rate authority cannot grant rate relief
specifically to pay in advance for the cost of low-power operation.
We believe that the 1984 financial qualifications rulemaking did not limit the
"special circumstances" that could serve as grounds for waiver under § 2.758.
And we believe further that the concept of "special circumstances" that is most
in accord both with the general concept of rulemaking as "carving out" issues
from adjudication for generic resolution, and with what we said about § 2.758
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in .the § 50.12 rulemaking is as follows. Special circumstances are present only
if the petition properly pleads one or more facts, not common to a large class of
applicants or facilities, that were not considered either explicitly or by necessary
implication in the proceeding leading to the rule sought to be waived. Only with
such a construction of the terms "special circumstances" is there assurance that
safety matters will not be ignored. Safety matters will be examined either by
rulemaking or in licensing adjudication, at least for the purpQse of determining
their materiality and threshold safety significance.

c. The Kind of Special Circumstances Justifying Rule Waiver
Under § 2.758, it is not just any "special circwnstance" that satisfies the
requirements for a prima facie showing, but only tllose special circumstances
that "are such that application of the rule . • • would not serve the purposes
for which the rule or reguJation was adopted." We believe that this means,
at a minimum, that the special circumstances must be such as to undercut the
rationale for the rule sought to be waived.
The Commission also believes that a rule waiver petition under § 2.758 ought
not to be certified unless the petition and other allowed papers indicate that a
waiver is necessary to address, on the merits, a significant safety problem related
to the rule sought to be waived. The Commission's agenda is crowded with
significant regulatory matters, including new rules on nuclear plant maintenance,
fitness for duty, and high-level waste repository licensing, and safety oversight
of the over 100 nuclear power plants with operating licenses. It would not be
consistent with the Commission's statutorily mandated·responsibilities to spend
time and resources on matters that are of no substantive regulatory significance.

2.

The Petitions Before Us

As indicated above, we will take up all of the principal grounds that have
been asserted as bases for § 2.758 rule waiver. These are the bankruptcy of
PSNH, New Hampshire's anti-CWlP statute, and the cessation of or arrears in
project payments by some of the minority joint owners, including MMWEC.

a. Special Circumstances ·
-

There is no question that the circumstance of PSNH's bankruptcy is unique to
Seabrook. The PSNH bankruptcy is the first utility bankruptcy since the Great
Depression. There is also no indication in the 1984 financial qualifications
rulemaldng that utility bankruptcy was a condition taken into accounL Thus we
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believe that the bankruptcy of PSNH does present a special circumstance within
the meaning of § 2.758.
We reach the same result for the other rule waiver grounds. We do not
believe that anti-CWIP statutes are the rule in the utility industry, and so we are
not persuaded by the record before us that anti-CWIP statutes present generic,
as opposed to case-specific issues. Moreover, there is no indication in the 1984
financial qualifications rulemaking that anti-CWIP statutes were considered.
Finally, the delay and cessation of project payments by some of the minority
owners also appear to be uncommon and a matter not considered in the financial
qualifications rulemaking.
b.

Other Requirements for Rule Waiver

Having decided that PSNH bankruptcy, anti-CWIP statutes, and delay and
cessation of minority owner project payments do all present "special circumstances," the next critical issue is whether any of these special circumstances
undercuts the rationale for the 1984 financial qualifications rule.
The essential rationale for the 1984 rule was that:
case-by-case review of financial qualifications for all electric utilities at the operating license
stage is 1DlJlecessary due to lhe ability of such utilities to recover, to a sufficient degree, all
or a portion of lhe costs of construction and sufficient costs of safe operatioo through lhe
ratemaking process.

(

49 Fed. Reg. at 35,748.

We think that it is apparent that PSNH bankruptcy and anti-CWIP, in
combination, undercut this rationale. Under anti-CWIP the utility cannot, strictly
speaking, specifically recover any portion of the costs of low-power testing. In
most cases this may not be critical, given the fact that utilities generally have
sufficient other funds derived through rates to carry them through temporary
shortfalls and delays in rate recovery. Indeed the Commission recognized in
its 1984 rulemaking that there could be phase-ins and other such delays in
recovery of costs of construction or operation, and that such delays did not
upset the rationale that rate setting would provide adequate funds.25 But here the
utility's bankruptcy clearly signals that something very unusual and serious has
occurred because of a delay in rate increases - the utility is unable to meet all
of its obligations to its creditors. We think that the combination of these two
circumstances - bankruptcy and the anti-CWIP statute - does undercut the
rationale for the 1984 rule.

25 49 Fed. Reg. at 35,749.
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It is less clear that cessations of project payments undercut the logic of the
rule. The record does not clearly suggest the reasons for cessations of payments,
for example whether the cessations must be attributed to some ratemaking
problem that would undercut the logic of the 1984 rule. But, in view of the
discussion below, it is not critical to our decision to know whether delays or
cessations of project payments undercut the logic of the rule, and we will assume
for purposes of analysis that the minority owners' delay or cessation of project
payments does indeed undercut the rule's rationale.
Having held that the PSNH bankruptcy, anti-CWIP statutes, and delay or cessation of project payments by minority owners all present special circumstances,
not considered when the 1984 rule was adopted, and that these circumstances,
at least considered together, undercut the rationale of the 1984 rule, we turn to
the remaining critical issue: Is a waiver needed to address a significant safety
problem on its merits? The record shows that PSNH's share of the additional
costs of low-power testing is approximately $2,292,000.00 to be incurred over
a 3-nionth period.26 MMWEC is not paying its share of the monthly current
operating budget, and its share of the additional low-power costs would be approximately one-third of those attributed to PSNH. The VL Coop and NH Coop
shares would be even smaller.27 If we assume that all of the contributions to the
costs of low-power testing from PSNH, MMWEC, Vt. Coop, and NH Coop are
in doubt, the total amount in question is on the order of $3.5 million. Thus,
the critical issue left before us is whether a significant safety problem related to ·
the 1984 financial qualifications rule is posed by doubts regarding the ability of
Applicants to raise $3.S million toward the cost of low-power testing.
We think that no significant safety problem is posed for the following reasons.
The purpose of the 1984 rule sought to be waived is elimination of case-by-case
financial qualifications reviews. If we go no further than the 1984 rule, no waiver
could ever be granted because any waiver, by its nature, would defeat rather
than advance the rule's purpose. Since the Commission clearly contemplated
that there could be waivers, we must look further to determine the relevant
''pwposes" in applying § 2.758. At this point we depart somewhat from the
analysis in ALAB-895. The Appeal Board held that a prima facie showing
sufficient to certify the waiver request to the Commission could not be made
unless the petitioner established, prima facie, that there would be a shortfall in
funds to conduct low-power testing. E.g., 28 NRC at 25. In essence, in applying
§ 2.758 the Appeal Board took reasonable assurance of financial qualifications
as the pwpose to be served by the rule. We think it is preferable to examine
26 ALIJJ-895, supra, 28 NRC at 23.

27 The joint ownc:rs'

shares of operating expenses m:: in propcmion to !heir ownccship shares. PSNH's ownmhip
shuc is approximately 3S.S7'Ki; MMWEC's sham is 11.S9%; VL Coop's share is approximately 0.419&; and NH
Coop's shan: 1:1 approx,imatcly 2.179&. See, e.g., Third Supplement to Ma.$5AG's Pclilicxi, Appendix L
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the underlying purpose of the requirement that there be a financial qualifications
review.
The reason for conducting a financial qualifications review and requiring a
finding of financial qualifications is solely to provide some added assurance that
a licensee would not, because of financial difficulties, be under pressure to take
some safety shortcuts. Thus in the 1984 rulemaking we stated that:
A financial disability is not a safety hazard per se because the licensee can and under the
Commission's regulations would be obliged to simply cease operations if necessary funds to
operate safely were not available. At most, the Atomic Energy Commission, in drafting the
rule, must have intuitively concluded lhat a licensee in financially straitened circumstances
would be under more pressure to commit safety violations or take safety "sbortcuts" lhan one
in good financial shape. Accordingly, lhe drafters of the. JUie sought to achieve some level of
assurance, prior to licensing, that licensees would not be forced by financial circumstances
to choose between shutting down or taking shorteuts while lhe license was in effect.28

Whatever may be the legitimacy of this safety purpose for full·power operation,
it stretches reason to suppose that the safety rationale would have any bearing
on a limited license for low·power testing. Shortcuts in safety at full power
conceivably could avoid shutdowns or derating and thereby contribute to great.et
plant availability and revenue from power sales. But shortcuts in low·power
testing safety will not lead to generation of more revenue that would benefit
the plant owners. Low·power testing does not generate revenue from power
sales. The only purpose of low·power testing is to further ensure plant safety by
checking selected plant systems that cannot be checked without core criticality
and confirming various operating parameters. There is every incentive to do the
job well and no rational incentive to cut corners.
Second, the amount of money in question-$3.5 million dollars over a period
of a few months - is relatively small. It is an insignificant fraction of the money
already spent on the Seabrook project It strains credibility to suppose that
Applicants would jeopardize the billions already invested in Seabrook merely
to save a few hundred thousand or even a few million dollars needed for safe
low·power testing.
Finally, the safety risks of low-power testing are low. We have examiiled
and reaffirmed this conclusion in a recent mlemaking29 and nothing in any of
the papers before us suggests otherwise. To be sure, low·power testing will
contaminate some limited portions of the plant, and will irradiate the fuel, but .
these raise questions of proper decommissioning and spent fuel storage and
disposal which are addressed separately in Part n of this Decision.

28 4!1 Fed. Reg. at 35,74!1.
29 53 Fed. Reg. 36,!155, 36,!156 (Sept. 23, 1!188). ,
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For these reasons, we conclude that the rule waiver petitions before us do
not present a significant safety problem, and therefore must be denied.

IV.

NECNP'S MOTION FOR A HOUSEKEEPING STAY

We have not up to now considered NECNP's motion for a stay of the lowpower authorization to permit stay motions before us or before a United States
Court of Appeals. This order requires Applicants to meet several conditions,
and it appears to us that the time to fulfill those conditions could leave adequate
time for the filing of any appropriate stay motion. Moreover, a pending motion
to litigate new onsite emergency planning issues must be ruled upon prior to
licensing of low-power testing. Against the possibility that Applicants and the
Licensing Board may fulfill these conditions sooner than any party that wished
to could seek a stay, we delay the effective date of this Decision until 10 days
after the referenced Licensing Board decision or Staff notice to the Commission
that Applicants have satisfied the decommissioning requirements of this order,
whichever is later. In order not to unduly burden the parties, adjudicating boards,
and reviewing courts during the upcoming holidays, no low-power testing license
may be issued at least until January 6, 1989. Any motion for a stay or other
relief from this order shall be brought to the Commission itself.
V.

ADDITIONAL COMMENT

We are constrained to make a concluding cominent about the Staff's position
in this case. Staff has consistently opposed any rule waiver in pleadings before
the Licensing Board, the Appeal Board, and the Commission. This means that
the Staff's "bottom line" position in this formal adjudicatory proceeding is that
no review of or finding on Applicants' financial qualifications for low-power
testing is either needed or required. Yet in its response to the Commission's
July 14, 1988 Order, and also in a belated filing on December 13, 1988,30
the Staff has apparently advised Applicants that ''we [Staff] have required the
Applicants to demonstrate, prior to commencement of low-power operation,
that there is reasonable assurance that they possess or can obtain the financial
resources needed to conduct that activity in a manner that does not endanger the
public health and safety." This is flatly inconsistent with Staff positions in this
case. Only by obtaining a waiver of the rule, which the Staff has not sought
30 Thc exact nallm: of the fi.linJ is 1111clcu. To a large CXICnt i1 bolstcts, and in some rcspccts modifies, the
pocilion the Staff cspomed in its Novanbc:r 16, 1988 =ponsc to the Commission's Ozdc:r Cll-88-7. It should
have included, but did not, sane mocion for accq:uncc of an ochc:wisc unaulhorizcd plcadin1. Mmmvcr, 1hc:rc
is no &ood reason why lhc views set f<ll1h in the filin& could not have been included in the' response to CU-88-7.
We have givc:n
comidenlion to the filing cxccpt in Ibis concluding conunc:m.
·

"°
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here, may Staff assert authority to deny or condition the low-power testing
license because of a concern about financial qualifications. Staff cannot have
it both ways - it cannot advise the Commission that there are no grounds for
a rule waiver, and at the same time conduct its informal licensing review as if
a waiver was in fact needed. See Union of Concerned Scientists v. NRC, 735
F.2d 1437 (D.C. Cir. 1984), cert. denied, Arkansas Power & Light Co. v. UCS,
469 U.S. 1132 (1985).
We should note in this regard that this Decision does not hold that the
waiver petitions present no significant safety problem because PSNH and other
Applicants are financially qualified. We hold instead that, on the facts of the
case, lack of financial qualifications does not pose a significant safety problem.
It is so ORDERED.
For the Commission
JOHN C. HOYLE
Assistant Secretary of the
Commission
Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 21st day of December 1988.
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